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INTRODUCTION 
Since the days of Frederick Vi . Taylor, many developments have 
taken place in the field of work measurement . Time standards have been 
determined by foremen's estimates , past performance and the stop watch . 
In the earliest days, piece rates were established from stop watch 
studies of actual operating time . It was soon evident that actual time 
was not dependable as a time standard and several systems of arriving 
at an average time v.rere developed . Finally, t he r ating factor was 
introduced and is still widely used in industry. 
Although the rating factor increased t he reliability of time 
study, it contained an inherent weakness because it involved hun~n 
judgment . Thus, the need for a system of determining motion-time 
standards comparable to the metric system was realized. 
The emergence of predetermined motion-time data, an expan-
sion and combination of Taylor's original time study concept and Dr . 
Frank Gilbreth's ~ethods of motion study, brings us closer to the 
satisfaction of this need. 
A predetermined mot i on-time system is a procedure which 
analyses a manual operation, or the manual portion of an operation, 
in terms of the basic motions required to perform it and which assigns 
to each .notion a previously established standard time value in such a 
manner that times for the individual motions can be added to obtain a 
total time to perform the operation . 
The various predetermined motion-time systems are all based 
1. 
on the theor,y that manual activity may be sub-divided into readily 
identifiable units of motion and that the proper time for a manual job 
is the sum of the predetermined times for the individual motions used 
in performing the job. 
This theory further contends that the proper time for a given 
motion is the same regardless of where or by whom it is performed . To 
believe differently would be to suggest that a person uses his fingers, 
hands, arms and other body members differently in the office than he 
does in the factory or differently in one factory setting than he does 
in another . It is difficult to believe that this is true . If changes 
do occur from one setting to another , they are more likely to be a 
result of changes in the degree of r estriction and difficulty between 
otherwise similar jobs than in changes in the settings then1selves . 
Proponents of predeternlined motion- time systems believe 
them to be superior to conventional time study because they are less 
affected by judgment and therefore approach the problem or work 
measurement more scientifically. There is little doubt that the pre-
determined motion-time systems contain many advantages, but there are 
also serious limitations in the use of the data, particularly when 
applied by the novice . 
It is the purpose of this study to make an objective analysis 
and evaluation of the most prominent predetermined motion-time systems 
currently used in industry, to weigh the advantages and disadvantages 
of each, and to determine the value , accuracy and limitations of the 
systems . 
In order to present most effectively t he advantages and limita-
2 
tions of predetermined motion-time data , the ~vork-Factor and Methods-
Time Heasurement systems will be anal ysed and compared with each other 
and with stop watch time study. The analysis will consist of concise , 
but sufficiently detailed treatment of both predetermined motion-time 
systems so that the presentation of the differences will be understood . 
This discussion will be followed by an evaluation of the advantages of 
predetermined motion-time systems, the most practical areas of applica-
tion, and conclusions toward the feasability and practicability of the 
use of these methods i n today 1 s industry. 
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CHAPrSR I 
HISTORY OF PREDETERMINED MCTION- TlliE DATA 
It is generally agreed that time study had its beginning in 
the machine shop of the Midvale Steel Compar~ in 1881, and that Frederick 
W. Taylor was its originator . 1 Not long after this beginning, time-
stud_.- engineers began to use standard data based on stop watch studies 
to minimize errors and inconsistencies which resulted from rating and 
leveling. Standard data made it both possible and practical to measure 
operation time more accurately and rapidly. This concept of standard 
data eventually led some pioneering industrial engineers toward estab-
lishing standard times for basic body motions . 
So far as is known, A. B. Segur of Oak Park, Illinois was first 
to develop a well integrated procedure for work measurement based on 
predetermined motion times. 2 Segur had a great deal of experience vlith 
methods analysis and stop watch time study and had worked wi th Dr . Frank 
Gilbreth in the making of micro- motion pictures of skilled workers . He 
later used these films in the development of his system, Moti on Time 
Analysis (MTA) . During the development of his system, Segur conceived 
the idea which is knmm as Segur ' s Law: 11 W'ithin practical limits, the 
lRalph M. Barnes , Motion and Time StudY: (l~th ed .; Nevv York: 
John iviley and Sons, Inc., 1958), p. 10 . 
2Joseph H. Quick, Ja~es H. Duncan, and James A. Malcolm, 
1/ork- Factor Time Standards (New York: McGraw- Hill Book Company, Inc ., 
1962), p . 4. 
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times required of all expert workers t o perform true fundamental motions 
are constant . " 
Research for Segur's MTA began in 1919 and reached its final 
state of development about 1925 . During the 1920 1 s and the 1930 ' s , 
Segur introduced his system in several American and foreign companies for 
use in both met hods improvement and time standards . However, in recent 
years , Segur himself had stated that he prefers to concentrate on apply-
ing MTA to methods study rather than est ablishing labor standards.l 
In 1934, a group of industrial engineers, headed by J. H. Quick, 
began to develop standard data in Philadelphia , Pennsylvania. This 
group conceived the idea of t he predetermined motion-time system known 
as \rlork-Factor. ~fuile Quick md his associates were awar e of Segur's 
work , it was not used in their research and development since it was not 
availabl e in published or other form. 
In 1945, the originators published ir~ormation concerning 
lvork-Factor in the t-1ay issue of Factory Management and Maintenance rnaga-
zine . 2 The article did not contain all of the rules and tables of the 
system, but di d inform i ndustry that the Work-Factor System existed. 
As far as can be determined, this article was the first one published 
about a system of predetermined motion times . 
During the same period, other engineers be came i ndependently 
interest ed in the development of predeternuned motion time s . Harold 
l Quick, Work-Factor Time Standards , p . 14 . 
2Quick, J. H., Shea, W. J., and Koehler, R. E. "Notion Time 
Standards" , Factory Management and Maintenance, (May , 1945), p . 97. 
~·------------------------ --------------------------
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Engstrom of the General Electric Company in Bridgeport, Connecticut 
developed a system predicated on the idea of place and get . The system 
was applied to var ious operations , but was most successfully used in the 
punching and stamping of sheet metal . Because the Engstrom system is 
formed of work elements combining two or more basic motions , it is con-
sidered to be somewhere between a true predetermined motion-time system 
and a conventional system of standard data. However, many applications 
of t he current General Electric systems of predetermined motion times 
are based on, or influenced by, the Engstrom system. 
One of the more interesting developments of this same period 
was the Olsen system at the Springfield Armory in Massachusetts. During 
~forld ~far II, the Springfield Armory manufactured rifles in conjunction 
with , and in competition vdth, civilian producers . Captain John Olsen 
and other members of the Armory management team realized that they 
vlere handicapped by the lack of both work measurement and incentive 
programs , as civilian producers were able to stimulate their production 
with incentives. The Armory had difficulty in putting its rifle pro-
duction on an incentive basis because of a United States government rule 
which stated, in effect, that no funds from a United States government 
ap;Jropriation could be used for the purpose of timing an employee of 
the United States government by means of a stop watch . Although Captain 
Olsen had heard of Segur ' s MTA system, he knew none of its details . 
He succeeded, hm-rever, in guiding his staff in developing a simple and 
useful set of elemental time standards . Because the time for develop-
ment was of a very short duration, Olsen's system was extremely crude . 
6 
Although little effort was spent to develop rules and procedures for 
application, enough values v1ere developed to measure most of t he Armory ' s 
production . The entire system of wo rk measurement and incentive pay-
ments was evolved without the use of the forbidden stop watch . After 
the war , the incentive plan and Olsen 1 s system 1:1ere abandoned . Some 
of Olsen ' s studies have since been c he cked by other predetermined 
motion-time syste::J.s and have been surpri singly accurate . 
Two other systems of predetermined motion-time data were 
developed in t he early 1940 ' s by t he Hi nneapolis-Honeywell Regulator 
Company and the l'lestern Electric Company . Because of the privacy' of 
these syste:ns , the extent of their application during that period is 
unknown . In recent years , however, the '1iestern Electric Company ha s 
used its predeter.nined motion- time data for measuring the \vide variety 
of operations found at their rnan7 plants. The tables and rules of 
applicatioll for this system fill a large volume and it is believed 
to be one of the most detailed of all elemental time systems . 1 Only 
company personne l has access to the informat ion, a condition '.'rhich 
exists in varying degrees in all such systems . 
A mor e recent predetermined motion-time system is Methods- Time 
Measurement(H'n1) , developed by the }1ethods Engineering Council of Pitts-
burgh , Pennsylvania . Factory Hanagement and Maintenance magazine2 
published an article and tables concerning t he application of the 11Th: 
1 Interview v1 ith Industrial Engineer--~'lestern Electric Company . 
2Factory Management and Haintenance 11agazine , (May, 1948) . 
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system. This system was the result of a methods improvement training 
program whose goal vJ as to develop a set of data which would make it 
possible to arrive more surely at effective methods of performing 
operations before they were introduced in the shop . 1 
Although the staff who developed MTM had knowledge of the 
existence of both Segur ' s MTA and the Work- Factor systems , MTM was 
developed independently . 
In the late 1940 ' s two private systems were developed, both 
by the General Electric Company. One of the systems is called Motion-
Times Standards and the other is named Dimension-Motion- Time . They 
were developed at Schenectady, New York and Bridgeport , Connecticut 
plants respectively , by company engineers . Both systems are now used 
in General Electric plants throughout the country . 
Another independent system of predetermined motion-time was 
developed by the staff of J . D. Woods and Gordon Limited, Toronto, Can-
ada . This system is called Basic Motion Time study(BMT) and was introduc-
ed in 1950, following four years of investigation and experimentation . 2 
The experimentation at first consisted of the close analysis 
of actual factory operations and certain synthetic situations . As data 
emerged, they were checked against actual factory operations and either 
confirmed or subsequently modified , if the need was indicated . Motion-
lHarold B. Maynard, G. J. 
Methods- Time Measurement (New York : 
1948), P• 25. 
Stegmerten, and John L. Schwab, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc . , 
2Harold B. Maynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook (lst . 
ed . ; New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1956) , p . 4-91 . 
8 
picture analysis was used to supplement both l aboratory and plant 
studies . 1 
By 1950, there were four independent predetermined rnotion-
time systems available to industry: MTA, Work-Factor, MTM , and R1T. 
As these and other systents be come more fully understood, it seems certain 
that t hey will become an increasingly important method of work measure-
ment. The Work-Fact or and MTM systems will be di scussed in detail in 
later chapters. 
~aynard , Industrial Engineering Handbook, p. 4-92. 
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CHAPTE.1 II 
Ttlli ThTRiiJSIC ,J....;Al\Ei:Ss_c;s OF STOP -.IATCH TBE STUDY 
Soon after Frederick H. Taylor developed his time study and 
Nork measurement techniques, engineers beca:ne a• ~are of inherent defects 
in stop watch time study . Amo 1g its defects vvere rroblems of leveling 
or speed rs.ting, the difficulty of measuring and ratint:; operations of 
very short duraticn, c-.n~· the umliel•:U.n0ss of ,:tethods stud~r bc:sed on 
stop watch observations . 1 
Perhaps the most repeated criticism of stop VJCJ.tch time study 
is the lach: of .dependability of the rating techniques . Tl.at ing is that 
process during which the time study analyst comy...,ares the p3rforrrunce 
(speed or t empo) of t~ne operator m1der observation with the observer ' s 
own concept of :10rmal. 2 Aft er the time studJ analyst has exercised the 
capricious element of hwnan judgment , he applies tl1:i..s rating factor to 
his time value to obtaL; the normal time for the job . Unfortunately, 
there is no immm vJay to establish a time standard >'lithout having ~ 
judgment in the process . However, the controversy is basically centered 
around the abiL..ty to apply the judgment consistently, rather than the 
need for applying it . 
The Society For The Ad ·iancement of Management has made a 
substantial contribution to-vrard the reduction of rating inconsistencies 
by the distribution of a set of 11 Rating of Time Study Films 11 • These 
l Quick , Work Factor Time Standards , p . 3. 
2Barnes, Motion and Time Study, p . 365 . 
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films consist of various factory and cl erical operations that have been 
rated by experienced t:ime s tudy analyst s and are used to train other 
time study analysts in the r ating procedure . 
Another method of reducing rating inconsi stencie s is by 
the use of standard dat a . \'Then t:ime studies are begilll as a means to 
this end , the elements must be selected in a \vay that vdll make it 
possible to cr,mpile standard time data that may be applied to all 
el ements likely to appear repeatedly in this type of operation . The 
data must be obtained from a sufficient nwnbe:r of time studies to 
assure their reliability. 
Once thi s standard data is compiled , it i s a simple task to 
apply t he elemental data to common elements of a given oper ation . This 
:"rocedure eliminates the rating factor in t hese element s , thus r~ducing 
inconsistencies a rising f r om human judgment . 
The cost of establishing a systen of standard data is illlder-
standaoly hiz.;h , s ince data from a large number of time studies of repre-
sentative kinds of v10rk ;:rust be obtained in order to guarantee the 
reli"-bilit:" of sue"! .:.: syste.n. In non-repetitiv,~ inrJ stri,s th-.:: co"'t of 
such a. .:;yste•.t is net onJ "./ hiz). , '.Jut is oft . :m )rohibiti ve . 
Another 0asic critici sm of t:ime study is tb;; lc:.ck of vita l 
data )rior to the study , Unleos a co:npau;:;" ' "3 an unu,,ua::. l." SO:?l:isti-
cated systejn of st2ndard data , it will be difficult , if not im:;;ossible , 
to accurat e l y evaluat 0 the time rel~uire 1 for ne11 }]rocesses . The lack 
of such i nform':!.t i on is a hindrance in .:lBlly ways . 
I n order to arrive at an accurate esti mo.te of tl•8 cost of a 
ll 
new process , it is, of course, mandatory for the estimator to know the 
direct l abor cost in terms of time, as well as money . Hany estimators 
exam.ine drawings or )arts, compare them with a similar job wit h which 
they have had experience and hastily reach a conclusion as to the 
approximate time it will take to do the job . Experience has shmm that 
this type of estimating is highly inaccurate , often resulting in failure 
to get business because the price is too high, or failure to make a 
Drofit because the price is too low. 
A t hird basic criticism of stop W<ltch time study is the fre-
quent lack of data for pre- production methods ~)lanning . Although 
methods engineering and time study are theoretically two separate func-
tions , it is not always practicable to keep them completely segregated. 
1'-iany times methods improvements are not discovered until time studies 
have been made . In some cases , a decision cannot be made as to which is 
the better of two contemplated methods until both methods have been 
studied . In reality, methods engineering and time study are inseparable 
because the method determines the time and the time dictates which is 
the better method . As long as the out moded procedures which consider 
these functions separately continue in effect , methods engineers 1vill 
find it difficult to effectively plan their procedures , prior to produc-
tion . \<'Jo rk simplification and methods improvement are valuable tools 
of management , but th eir value increases if the corrective and simpli-
fication work is done before t he job is released to production . 
The above criticisms of stop \vatch time study are both sound 
and important . These faults occur too frequently to ignore and should 
cause inquisitive minds to wonder if stop watch time study is the best 
12 
available technique for work measurement in today 1 s industry . 
Predetermined ~otion-time data does not eliminate all of the 
faults in stop ~vatch time study, but it does eliminate some and diminish 
others . The following chapters will give a detailed analysis of two 
\~idely used systems of predetermined mot ion-time data in orde r that 
both techniques of work measurement may be thoroughly evaluated . 
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CHAPTER III 
HETHODS-TIME-MEASURENENT 
In 1940, a methods ~nprovement training program was conduc-
ted by the Hethods Engineering Council for a large group of time-study 
1 
~en . This program resulted in the conclusion that methods improvements 
were usually put into effect after a job had been started in production, 
r ather than before . After several discussions on this problem, it was 
decided to develop a set of time data that would make it possible to 
de ,:elop the best production method before an operation was introduced 
in the shop. 
At first the investigation was limited to drill press opera-
tions , but it soon became evident that the data which had been compiled 
was applicable to all classes of work involving manual motions . Al-
though drill press operations do not include all basic motions , the 
developers felt that the motions covered v1ere applicable to so many 
different operations that they had gathered enough methods-time data 
to t ake another step in their research . 
The ~ethods analysis data was compiled on detailed process 
charts; all of the motions were scrutinized by micro-motion film analy-
sis and finally a list of all of the standard elements encountered in 
drill- press v.rork was compiled . The original list was comprised of 1"1any 
elements , some of which 1vere basic , but most of which Here combinations 
1 
Haynard, Method s-T~ne Measurement , p. 2 5. 
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of several basic elements . This list was refined until it was found 
that nine basic elements we re involved in all manual operations . 
Each of the basic motions was then recorded on hundreds of 
feet of moti on-picture film taken on industrial operations by qualified 
operators . The camera used was driven by a constant-speed motor , thus 
eliminating the need for other timing devices and allovJing the operator 
to work under normal conditions without further distraction. 
Methods-time data for body, leg, and foot motions were l ater 
compiled from detailed time study in con junction with the previously 
developed M'IM data . Mathematical and st u.tistical methods (much too 
long and complex for analysis in this chapter) were employed to refine 
the data and determine the time standards for the basic motions . Con-
tinual research since the original development has brought about refine-
ments and additions to the original data, but the original data has since 
been proved sound by industrial engineers and many independent research 
groups . 
The film used to study the basic motions was exposed at the 
rate of sixteen frames per second, so the original ~11M time data were 
then expressed in terms of the number of motion picture frames required 
for each basic element . It was found advisable to convert l/16 second 
into a more widely recognized time unit . Because of its vlidespread 
usage , it was decided that the decimal hour would be most desirable . 
One-sixteenth of a second is the equivalent of 0 . 00001735 
hour . To overcome the awkwardness encountered in using such extended 
decimal fractions, the unit 0 . 00001 hour was arbitrarily chosen. 
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This expressed for simplicity as 1 , 1-ras given the name time- measure-
ment unit , or WU . Thus , one motion- picture frame expressed in 'INU 1 s 
and carried out to only one decimal place, becomes 1 . 7 TMU . 1 
Methods- Time Data Tables 
All of the accepted data compi led in the development of MTM 
has been condensed and presented i n Table l . By studying these tables , 
a person may get an idea of the comparative simplicity of the methods-
time measurement system. 
I t seems fitting at thi s point to issue a vmrning t hat will 
be repeated several times in t his paper . This warning cannot be over 
emphasized . The tables shown in thi s paper give time values for 
certain basic body motions , the sum of which ·.1ill give the time required 
to perform an operation . The tabl3s and rules of application a re in-
adequate unless the user is thoroughly trained in the clas sroom and in 
the shop . A misunderstanding of one type of motion may have an i nsig-
nificant effect on t he allov1ed time for an operation if this motion 
occurs only once or t wice . H01·1ever , the same error rr.ay lead to cor::fu-
sicn or serious barm if t he motion occurs many times in an operation. 
There are only t wo reasons Nhy unsatisfactory result s frco any prede-
termined time system can occur. One of these is lack of skill in 
applyi ng the data . The ot her is the more obvious rea son that the data 
is not precise . 
The Hethods- Ti me Data Tables are set up in t er ms of the tine-
J, c:ynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook, p . 4- 17. 
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TAB!..!! IX-- CODY, I r. G AND FOOT MOTIONS 
.-----DESCHIP:;;ON ---t· 
Foot Mot<on-Hingod at Ankl o. 
W1th heavy press ra. 
Leg or Foreleg Mot•on. 
~BOL! 
FM 
FMP 
LM-
-·-· ~ .. ---
Sidestesr-Case 1-Comple to whon load-
ing log contacts 
floor. 
Case 2-Lagging log must 
contact floo r befo re 
next motion can bo 
f--- . made. _ 
Knool on Fl<>or-floth Knees. 
A1 iso. 
SS-Ct 
SS-C2 
B,S,KOK 
AB,AS,AKOK 
I<GK 
At:n:< 
. Bend~ ~~~~:.o r on One K_n ___ oo-·l 
------- --
Sit. 
Stand fron• Sitt ing Positio n. 
Tu rn Body 45 to 90 degroes-
Caso 1-Completo whan leading leg 
cont acto floor. 
Case 2-Lagging te o must contact fl oor 
before next motion can be 
made. 1--------- -
SIT 
STD 
TBC1 
TBC2 
Walk. W-FT. 
Walk. W-P 
--.-~·--,------· 
......,.._, ___ 
J~--~::Jt~~:ur. [ .. 
D~f:AS'/ to perform 
simult~ncou!ly. 
~uCan bo pc.dormod 
fDJ simultancou31y with 
PRACTICE. 
D=DIFFICULT to perform simultaneously even aftor long 
pr actice. Allow both times. 
Ll6:_ 
MOTI01l5 NOT U:CLUDED Jrl 
ABOVE TAI3LE 
TU Rtl- Normally f·ASY with all motions oxcopt 
when TURN is controlled or with DI SENGAG E. 
APPLY PR ESSURE-May bo EASY, PRACTICE, or 
DIFFICULT. Eac h case must be ana lyzed . • 
POSITION - Class 3-Aiways DIFFI CULT. 
DISENGAGE-Class 3-Normally DIFFICULT. 
11 ELf:ASE-AiwaJS fASY. 
DI SENGAGE-Any class may h> DIFFICULT if e<tro 
must bo exorcised to avo id inj urf or darn::.oe to obj ec t. 
DISTANCE 'TIME~ 
--- -
Up to 4' 8.5 
19.1 
Up to 6" 7.1 
Each add'!. inch 1.2 
less than 12" Uso REACH or 
MOVE Time 
12' 17.0 
Each add'l. inch .6 
12' 34 .1 
Each add'l. inch 1 .1 
. 
29.0 
31.9 
69.4 
76.7 
--- ·---
3 1.7 
43.4 
18.6 
37.2 
-·------ -
PerFU 6.3 
·--~:_:ace _ ~-
,_~ _ -- ·. "'.r ... ,. ~ 
t" .. J e ~....,J '""._.) 
Cr.~ · f.~OTI ON 
A, C 
B REACH 
C, D 
MOV E 
G R/'I.SP 
4 W = [fthln t~l Uta Df ttr"i1!'f!S!Cn. 
O = Oullld• lht muir: .; !Jislcn. 
*'fdASY to bin~l • . 
D ~ Diffl i Ull to h!e~';. 
--- --
-
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measurement unit(TMU) . They show the number of 1}ills or 0 . 00001 hours 
required by an operator employing average skill and effort to perform 
a motion under aver age conditions . These tables do not include any 
allowances for re st, fatigue , and delay . These allowances Qre usually 
in the realm of individual company policy and should be so admirustered . 
I n order to simplify recording all of the individual MTM 
motions , a code of MTIK motions has been develo~ed so that every detail 
can be readily r ecorded . The code, simple and self- explanatory, is 
shown in the Hethods- Time Data Tables . 
The Basic Motions 
Reach . Reach is the basic element employed 1vhen the predomi-
nant purpose is to move the hand to a destination or general location . 1 
The time to make a Reach is dependent upon three factors : 2 
1. The length of the path of the Reach . 
2. The amount of acceler&tion and deceleration . 
3 . The conditions unde r which Reach is rr~de . 
The time required to perform the Reach is i nflueqc'9d by the 
nature of the object toward which the Reach is rr~de . Analysis of the 
data has led to the establishing of five classifications of Reach . 3 
These classifications are explained as follows: 
Case A. Reach For Object in Fixed Location or For Object in 
other Hand or on Whic h Other Hand Rests. This is the easiest and fa st-
~aynard, Methods Time Measurement, p . 46 . 
~1aynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook , p . 4-22 . 
3Maynard, Methods Time Measurement , p . 53 . 
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est case of Reach as it requires little or no ment:il direction and quite 
often does not require sight . A common exaa1ple of an object in a fixed 
location is the gear shift lever of an auto.tlobile . Because the driver 
must constar;tly reach for that lever, he soon le2.rns by repetition the 
exact location of the lever and is able to find it vlithout having to look 
for it . ·:!hen the Reach is for an object in or u..11der the other hand , a 
simi b.r sense of direction is employed . To realize the simplicity of 
ti:is sitU<.tion, piclc U) uXl C1bject 1<Vith your left hand , close your eyes 
and reach for this object tdth your right hand . 
Case B. Reach For Single Ob,ject in Location That May Vary 
Slightly From Cycle to Cycle. A slight amount of direction or orienta-
tion is necessary to make this motion . Examples of this type of Heach 
are numerous . Reaching for a pencil in one ' s pocket, reacLing for a 
fork at a table setting are both examples of a Case B Reach . 
Case C. Reach For Object in Group . The time for grasping 
and reaching are both greater in this case because 1·rhen objects are 
:nixed in a group , it becomes necessar y to make a mental selection . A 
Case C Reach is easy to recognize because it occurs whenever the object 
reached for is located at random in a group . 
Case D. Reach For Very Small Object or ~~ere Accurate Grasp 
Is Required . This Reach requires bot h sight and concentration . It 
is to an object Nhere accurate grasp is re.1_uired . The Reach is made 
vdth caution because of the precision necessary in the next motion or 
the possible danger to the hand or object . Reaching for a lit cigarette 
in an ashtray 1.-lould be a Case D Reach . 
Case E . Reach To Indefinite Location To Get Hand in Position 
For Body Balance or Next Hotion or Out of :vay . This Reach occurs 
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quite frequently, but often is troublesome to the inexperienced analyst . 
An illustration of a Case E Reach i s the movement of the hand from the 
outside of a box to the inside , prior to grasping an object . Once the 
hand is inside the box , the Case E Reach ends and a Case C or D Reach 
commences . 
Since the distance factor has a major influence on the time of 
the reach motion, care must be taken in measuring the length . The 
actual path of the motion is measured, rather than a point to point 
measurement . Consistency should be used in choosing measuring points , 
with the fingertip the measuring point for hand motions , and the 
knuckle the point for arm motions . 
I n a :ldition to t he different cases , t here are t hree different 
types of Reach. They are : 
1 . Standard - the hand first accelerates, travels at a rapid 
rate of speed, and then decelerates . 
2 . Hand in motion at beginning or end - the hand is mov ing 
at a rapid rate of speed when the Reach begins and then decelerates , 
or vice versa where the hand is moving at a rapid rate of speed vlhen 
the Reach ends . 
3. The hand is moving at a rapid r ate of speed at both 
start and end of the Reach . 
Types 1 and 2 Reaches are those most usually encountered in 
industrial operations . 1 
~aynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook , p . 4-23 . 
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Move . Hove is the basic element employed when the predominant 
purpose is to trd.nsport an object to a destination. 1 The basic elements 
Hove and Reach have many of the same characteristics . The ways of 
determining the length of the motion are the same. The three types of 
Nove are the same as those of Reach . The starting and stopping points 
of the element Hove are similar to those of Reach . In addition , the 
factor of weight and resistance has an effect on the Move time . 
Moves have been classified into three distinct cases and are 
not comparable to the Reach Cases of the srune letter . 2 
Case A. Move Object Against Stor. A simple 11ove that re-
quires little or no sight or concentration . Care may be re~uired when 
,noving a delicate object against a stop . 
Case B. Move Ob.ject to Approximate Location . This requires 
a slight amount of concentratil. n and sight . A common example is placing 
an object in a container without stacking or aligning . 
Case c. Hove Ob.iect to Exact Location . This is a careful 
motion that requires high physical control and concentration and 
is usually followed by Position . 
To deternune the effect of weight on a ove it is necessary 
to multiply the basic move time by the weight factor shmm in the data 
tables . 
~· Turn is the moti on employed to turn the hand, either 
empty or loaded , by a movement that rotates the hand , wrist and fore-
~aynard, Methods Time Measurement , p . 59 . 
2rbid ., p. 61 . 
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arm about the long axis of the forearm . 1 The length of the motion is 
measured in degrees from 0 to 180 in increments of 15 degrees . 
When Turn is combined with Reach or Hove simultaneously , the 
~otion is considered to be both a Turn and the other motion . The 
time value s are determined from the tables and the larger, or limiting 
tirne is used . 
Height also has an influence in the Turn motion, so the 
following classificathns 1<1ere established in consideration of the 
weight factor : 
Small - loads up to 2 lbs. in weight . 
Medium - loads from 2.1 to 10 lbs . 
Large - loads from lO.l to 35 lbs . 
The effect of weight on the Turn motion is shown inthe tables . 
Apply Pressure . Apply Pressure is the basic element used 
. 2 
to overcome resistance or exert prec1.se control. Although the moti on 
is likely to be overlooked by an inexperienced observer , it appears 
as a slight hesitation follo\'Ied by an application of force . The blO 
types of Apply Pressure are : 
APl - Regrasp and application of pressure . 
AP2 - Application of pressure . 
Grasp . Grasp is the basic element employed vlhen the pre-
dominant purpose is to s~cure sufficient control of one or .1ore objects 
with the fingers or the hand to permit the performance of the next 
required basic element . 3 Basically, there are t1vo ki nds of Grasp, the 
~aynard , Industrial Bngineering Handbook, p . 4-24 . 
2I bid . 
~aynard , M.ethod s Time Measurement, p . 73 . 
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pickup and the contact . The following cases of Grasp have been estab-
1 . 1 l Shed : 
Gla . Close fingers to secure control of an object . 
Glb . Gain control of an object lying against a flat surface . 
Glc . Grasp with i nterference on the bott om and side of an 
object . 
G2 . Regrasp or shift an object in the hand to improve control. 
GJ . Transfer control of an object from one hand to another . 
G4 . Secure control of an object jumbled with ot her ob jects 
i n a group . The difficulty of t his motion is inversely 
proportionate to the s ize of t he object . 
Position. Position is the basic element empl oyed to align, 
orient and engage one object with another object wher e the motions 
used are so minor that they do not justify classif ication as other 
basic elements . 2 
Position usually follows a Case C move and is probably one of 
the most difficult motions to understand and apply. It is extremely 
important in accurate determination of time, since it occurs frequently 
in all types of industrial operations and usually represents a hi gh 
percentage oft he total handling time . The three major variables affect-
i ng Position are class of fit , symmet ry, and ease of handling. Even 
t he most skillful analyst must consider these variables in detail to 
accurately clas sify Position. The descriptions and corresponding times 
for t he se variables are shown inthe Methods-Time Data Tables . 
Disengage . Disengage is the basic element employed to break 
contact between one object and another, and it is characterized by an 
involuntary movement caused by the sudden ending of resistance . 3 The 
lMaynard , Industr ial Engineering Handbook, p . 4- 24 . 
2Maynard, Methods Time Measurement, p. 83 . 
3Ibid . p . 100. 
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major variabl es affecting disengage are class of fit and ease of 
handli ng, as described i n t he Hethod s- Time Data Tables . 
Release Load . Re l ease Load i s t he basic element employed 
to relinquish control of an ob j ect by t he fingers or the hand . 1 Only 
two classifications of Release Load have been established . Case l 
is t he normal release that is performed by opening the fingers as 
an independent motion . Case 2 is a Contact Release t hat relinquishes 
control t hat has been gai ned by a contact grasp . The Contact Rel ease 
begins and ends atfue same instant t he following Reach motion begins 
and, tEerefore , consumes no measurable time . It i s recorded in MTh1 
analysis , however, to provide a cornplete record of the met hod empl oyed. 
In the performance of industrial operations , two or more 
body embers are frequently i n mot i on s imultaneously, if t he most 
effective method i s in use . If two or more motions are combined or 
overlapped, all can be performed in the time required to perform the 
one demandi ng the greatest amount of time , or the limiting motion . 
Combined mot i ons are those which are performed at the same 
time by the same body member . .An example of this motion I'Yould be 
turning an object in the hand I'Yhile moving it to its destination . 
Simultaneous motions are those which are perfor med by different body 
members at the same time . For example , the left hand reaches for a 
piece of paper, while the right hand reaches for a pettcil . The motion 
vTith the hi ghest time value is called the limiting motion . 
The Methods Time Data Table X i s used as a guide to deter-
~aynard , Methods Time Measurement , p . 98 . 
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mine which motions may be performed simultaneously. 
Eye Time . In most cases , time for moving and focusing the 
eye is not limiting and, t he refore , does not effect t he time for a 
motion . However, when the eyes do direct t he body or hands in such 
a manner that t he time is limiting, the eye time must be considered . 
Eye focus time and eye travel t ime are the t wo type s of eye time . 
Eye focus time is the time required to focus the eyes on 
an object and look at it long enough to determine certain readily dis-
tinguishable characteristics without moving the eyes . 1 
Eye travel time is the time required t o move the focal point 
f r om one position to another . 
Body, leg and foot motions have also been included in MTM . 
Those t hat have been f ound to occur repeatedly in industrial operations 
have been included in the Mot i on Time Data . Their desc i ptions, as well 
as t heir time values, are shown . 
SIMPLIFIED MTM DATA 
There are many uses for time data of all kinds ot her than 
the setting of time standards . The se uses include estimating, methods 
planning , t ool designing as well as many ot her s . Very often small 
inaccuracies in the f inal resul ts are not objectionable for t hese uses 
and a considerable time saving would be realized by the use of a more 
simplified procedure . 
With this in mind, t he developers of MTM found that the data 
1Barnes , Hot i on and Time Study, p . 488 . 
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could be greatly simplifi ed with little overall loss of accuracy . They 
also felt that if t he method were easier to apply, it would be used more 
frequently by methods engineers and others >vho have a need to know the 
time required to perform a given operat i on . 
Simplified Mn1 data has also been used successfully to set 
standards on long c;>rcle, short run operations where the cost of detailed 
HTM analysis can,10t be justified. 
In simplified M'IM data , the H'Jlvl moti on times were averaged 
and simplified to facilitate usage . A fifteen per cent allovrance for 
personal fatigue and delay time rounds out the averaged MTM values into 
more easily remembered 1r1hol e numbers . 
The procedure used for applying simplified data (shown in 
Table 2) is simila r to that followed in applying the more complete 
data . It is exactly the same dovm to and including sub-division into 
elements . In the methods analysis of the elements, however, there are 
some differences, since it is not necessary to determine the use of each 
reach or move t hat is employed , but merely to determine t he length of 
motion used and whether or not the hand is in motion at the beginning 
or the end of movement . The allowance factor need be considered only 
if an allowance other than fifteen per cent is to be used . 1 
The simplified data may be used vrherever t he ::nor e complete 
data are applicable , if minor inaccur acies c&n be tolerated . The 
saving of application time makes the use of simplified data sost 
attractive . 
~ynard, Indust rial Engineering Handbook , p . 4-36. 
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TABLE 2 
(f\11 times on this Simplified Data 
' HAND j?\ND ARIVI MOTIOf·JS I 
Tablo include 155'G allowance) 
BODY, LEG, AND EYE 
·MOTIONS 
TMU 
1n .......... ., ....... 2 
2" . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
TMU 
Simple foot motion....... 10 
Foot motion with pressure 20 
Log motion . . . . . . . . . . .. . 10 
Side step case 1 . . . . . . . • . 20 
Side step ca3o 2......... 40 
3" to 12• 4 +length of moti'on 
over 12' 3 +length of motion 
(For TYPE 2 REACHES AND 
MOVE:S use length of motion 
only) 
-----·------ -- Turn body case 1 ..... _ ... 20 
POSIT!(, ;; 
Fi·t ~-JmrlHttr:cal 
Loose 10 
Closo 20 
Exact 50 
Other 
15 
25. 
55 
TUf-lN-,<I.PPLY PRESSURE· 
TURN.... . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
APPLY PfiESSURE.. 20 
_}_urn~_d_y_::~-=-~_:-~~---! 
Eyotime ............... 10 
Bend, stoop or kne~l on 
on1; knee. . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Arise.. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 35 
---------------
Kneel on both knees..... 80 
Arise ............ . ...... SO 
GRASP .. ,. ---------'-------
Sirnpla.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 2 
neg rasp m Transfe r . .. 6 
Complex. •.......... . . ·. 10 
"DISENGAGE 
· Loose ..... : . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Close.. .. .. .. .. .. .... 10 
Exact . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . 30 
Sit.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40. 
Stand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
'vValk per paco . .. . : ...... 17 
T~U=.00001 hou r 
= .0006 minuto 
. , . ".' .036 second 
L~ .. -----··----' 
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UNIFIED ST.~DARD DATA 
The originators of MTM published an article in Factory Manage-
ment and Maintenance Magazine in October, 1958.1 The article describes 
the Unified Standard Data system (USD) of work measurement . USD is 
based on H'll1 data , but can be applied much faster than HTH. 
The USD system can be applied almost anywhere that manual 
\·JOrk is involved, but the optimum benefit is obtained by using the system 
to measure long cycle , long operat i on time of variable , intermitent 
work. It is especially useful 1-vhen cost and standard time estimates 
ar9 needed in advance . USD is not hi ghly accur:;..te and should not be 
used in setting production r ates since it is nothine more t han a detail-
ed estimating tool. 
The preceding pages are a detailed description and analysis 
of the :H'I}'i system and nothing more . The descriptions and analyses of 
the basic motions are to give the reader a better understanding of a 
widely used predetermined motion-time system and should in no way be 
considered as instructions in the use of 1>1'IH . 
lr1aynard , H. B., 11 Unified Standard Data" , Factory M::magement 
and l>iaintenance , October , 1958. p . 87- 90 . 
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CHAPTER. IV 
TH.l!: llOH.K-FACTOR SYSTEM 
Work- Factor is another of the several predetermined motion-
time systems that have come into prominence . Most of the systems began 
as a means of improving methods more quickly and effectively. Unlike 
others, ,{ork-Factor began as a replacement f or stop watch time studies 
rather than as a methods improvement technL1ue. It is interesting to 
note that other benefits v<hich have resulted from ivork-Factor, such as 
accurate cost estimates, more efficient tool and design, better produc-
ti c.n methods and better balanced assembly lines were not the objective 
at the out set . 
The Work-Factor system was originated in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania in 1934 by a staff which varied between twelve and twenty-
five industrial engineers,whose work extended t hrough 1937. 
The original motion-ti.11e measurements vJere made by studying 
an acceptable swnple of approximately 1100 factory employees . During 
the studies, the employees performed complete factory operations 
during regular hours and while working under normal factory conditions . 
The workers, varying in skill, ability and effort were all experienced 
and were performing jobs on which production rates had already been set . 
The procedure used in collecting data for t he research was 
1 
as follo>lfs: 
1vlork-Factor Compa!w, Inc . , The Detailed .'lark-Factor lvlanual. 
Haddonfield, NevJ Jersey, 1962, p. 2. 
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Each operation studied was divided into elemental 
motions so that variables affecting time were 
clearly distinguishable , i. e ., each motion >vas 
classified according to the Distance ioved, the 
Body Member used, the type and degree of Hanual 
Control involved and the weight (Resistance) 
encountered . 
Each time study >vas taken by a team of two ex-
perienced engineers using two 6- second stop 
watches mounted in a brace . A bar extended over 
the sterns of both ~vat che s , and lvas so de signed 
that watch A could be start ed at the beginr,ing 
of t he motion , iiatch B could be started at the 
end of a motion, and both watch s could be stopped 
simultaneously . By subtracting t he reading on 
watch B from the reading on vratch A, the elapsed 
time for the motion was derived . ~.v'ithin practical 
limits, this ,neasuring technique eliminated 
errors which ot hervlise might have resulted from 
reaction time losses as the engineers started and 
stopped the v1atches . 
From ten to twenty readings were ta~en of each 
.notion in each operation cycle studied . Over-
all readings also Nere taken of the entire cycle 
of eacn oper,ttion studied . Eac!; motion wc.cs 
leveled independer:tly by the two engiw~ers and 
then co;npared . After agreement on t he leveling 
factor for each motion , the cycle time was 
leveled and agreed upon . Deviations between the 
Select Time obtained by leveling the cycle tilfte , 
and t he ::>urn of the Select times for each indivi-
dual motion , were compensated for before the time 
values were used in the research data , thus 
eliminating the possibility of omitting !1ortions 
of the beginning or end of t he individual motions . 
As the syste.n >vent through its experLtental stages, more 
a pproaches Nere developed to plot times .:tore accuratel.r and to study 
acceleration at various stages of motions . r;xtremely short :notions 
an: certain co:. plex situatious required recordings Jade v1ith photo-
electric timers and 16-mm motion-picture cameras . In the latter 
stages of develorment. , .tan~· of· the results of the shop data dere 
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verified in the laboratory with strobo scopic photography . 
The leveled data were tabulated for use statistically so 
that curves of moving time could be developed . In the early stages 
of application in the shop, rates were set directly from t hese 
curves . Later, it was found more practical t o use tabular values 
in the form of the Motion Time Table . 1 dhen the experimental data 
were plotted gr aphical l y it was readily apparent that both Hanual 
Control and ·.reight (Resi stance ) had a substantial effect on the time 
re -1uired to make a motion . \vith t his in sight, it vvas possible to 
describe the characteristics of motions symbolically and , with the 
symbols , select appropriate motion time s from the Motion Time Table . 2 
All ·dark-Factor motion times are expressed in ~fork-Factor 
Time Unit s , each of which equals 0 . 0001 minute . 
,;JORK- FACTOR T~R.t'1INOLOGY 
To assist in the comprehension of ';·{ark-Factor 
the originators of the system ha3e defined some t erms 
t hat are peculiar to the syst em. 
~Iork-Factor Select Tirne . ,{ark-Factor Select 
time is time required for the average e (perienced 
operator wo r king with good skill and effort (com-
mensurate with physical and ment al well-being ) and 
under standard wor king conditions to perfor m 
on3 v10rk cycle , or oper ation , on one unit, or 
piece. Tho sel ect time includes no allowance for 
personal needs, unavoidable del ay , fat i gue or 
i ncentive na ment. 
lr1aynard, Industri al Engineering Handbook, p . 4- 43 . 
2Quick, ·/lark- Factor Time Standard s , p . 18 . 
3 ~Jork-Factor Company, Inc ., The Detailed Je rk-Factor Ean-
ual , p . 5. 
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Adequate Task Intell i gence . Adequate 
t ask intelli gence embraces the concept t hat 
the ave r age exyerienced operator has sufficient 
intelligence t o pe rfor m the t ask i nvolved at 
a rate corrunensurat,e wit h '.'lork-Factor select 
time . It is expect ed that task and all related 
items are v.Jithin t he operator 1 s understanding 
and experi ence . 
Adequate Task Vision . Adequate task 
vision i s the t erm for vi sual capability ade-
quat e to pr operly perfor m the t a sk involved at 
a rate commensurate Hith ·dork-Factor select time . 
:Jor k-Factor Analysis . ;Jor k- Factor analysis 
is a method of deter :nining the select time for a 
given .. totior1 pattern by : (1) making a de t a iled 
analysis of each :n:Jtion based on identificat i on 
of t he four major variables of liork motions, and 
the use of vlork-Factors as a unit of measurernent; 
and ( 2) applying to each motion the time values 
cc·n ained in the Hot i on Time Table . 
Basi c IIotion . A basic motion involves the 
least a:wunt of difficulty, preci s i on , or manual 
control for an;{ given distance and body me:-r:ber 
corr1.bination . 
'lork-Factor . A .Jork- Facto r is a unit used as 
an index of additional t irne re uired over .:md above 
the b"l.:::ic time ~·Jhen mot i ons are ~~c rfcrmed involvinc 
tl~e varL.bles of .:eigl:t ( '1.esistance) or Eanual 
Contrcl. 
',Jork- Fc.ctcr Stc:.ndard Eleoent . The fork-
Factor standc<.rd element is the term ap:p._ied to the 
•li visions of .·rcrlc such as Trar,s~- ort, Gras::; , 
Asse:-n.blG , etc . . All mar.ual .,.rork consists o+' or1e 
or .nore stqr,d"'.rd elements which are t. e.1selves 
comT o:::: (;r' of one or more motior1s . 
Tork-F;"ctor r: ,e '".its . All .lork-Factor 
times are ex~'re ssed in Jork-Factor time units 
•.1hich a re equal to 0 . 0001 minute . 
In ~iorlc-Factor , the four Jlld j or varb.blcs '.rhich affect the 
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time to perform manual motions are : the body member used; the distance 
moved; the manual control required; and the >veight or resistance 
involved. 
Body Member . The Body Member is i dentified by observation 
through the application of an exact definition . Work-Factor Motion 
Times have been compiled for each significant Body Hember . The dis-
tinguishing characteristics of the Body Member Mot i ons are as follows : 1 
Finger-Hand . Includes any mo~ement of the fingers and thumb 
about the knuckles or finger j oints and movements of the hand about the 
wrist joint . The simultaneous movement of the fingers and thumb may 
also be involved . 
Arm. Includes all movements of the lower arm around the 
elbow (except swivels) and all movement of whole arm hinged at the 
shoulder (except swivels) . Movements of the hand, lower arm, and 
fingers may occur simultaneously. 
Forearm Swivel . Lower arm swivels at the elbow as in 
t urning a door knob (rotate s about the axis of the forearm) or full 
arm is extended and swivel point is at t he shoulder (rotates about 
the axis of the extended arm.) 
Trunk . Includes any movement of the trunk of the body in 
a forward , backward, sidewise, or swiveling motion. 
Foot . The foot pivots at the ankle . The upper and lower 
leg normally remain in practically a fixed position . 'rhe heel is on 
the floor or the arch is at rest . 
~~ynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook , p . 4-48. 
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Leg . Includes movements of the lm·Jer and entire leg about 
the h:'..p joint , movements of the knee .·Jhen the foot remains in a 
fixed ;;osition, .tovements in Nhich the f0et remain fixed as in lovmring 
to or rising from a sitting position . 
Distance . Distance is the easiest of the four major variables 
to determine because it can be accurately measured with a scale . All 
distances, except those involving a change of direction, are measured 
as a strai ght line from the starting point to the stopping ~oint of 
the motion . The actual path of the motion is measured only 11hen a 
change of direction is enc;untered . 
tlianual Control. 1-' .. anual Control is the most complex of the 
variables influencing manual rnotions because there is no measuring 
device, such as inches or 1~ounds , w·ith Hhich its results can be cr•ecked . 
Lacking these units of mea0urement , the fork-Factor system h· s iden-
tified Hanual Control in four categories according to the effect on 
motions . Classifications of re:::>earch data shmv that 95 percent of 
all ·,,rork motions fall into these four categories . The di~'ferent 
categories are termed \vork- Factors and are defined in the Tlork- Factor 
Eanual
1 
as follmJs : 
p . 11 . 
Definite Stop ;lork- Factor . The unit of Manual Con-
trol required Hhen a body member rrrust be brought 
to a halt, or near halt . I t is an index of the amount 
of voluntary control required to terminate a motion 
at the proper ti.me and place for functional operation . 
It does not include movements arrested by physical 
obstructions . 
Steering .lark- Factor. The Manual Control required to 
l,;Jork- Factor Company, Inc, The Detailed ,fork- Factor Manual , 
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direct a motion through limited clearance, or 
toward a small target area . 
Precaution ork- Factor . The Manual Control 
required to prevent injury, or to maintain 
control as a necessary function of the motion 
(other than directional). 
-Change of Direction Work- Factor. The Manual 
Control required to change the direction of a 
motion path , such as that required to move 
around an obstruction. 
Weight(Resistance) . Weight in manual motions is measured in 
' pounds for all motions except Forearm Swivel, whic h is a r otary .notion 
and is measured in i nch-pounds of torque . The most important variables 
effecting Wei ght are t he body member used and the sex of the operator . 
The smaller the body member, the greater the effect of a given weight . 
1.Jeight also has a greater effect on female operators than it does on 
males . \Vhen two hands are used equall y to support \veight or overcome 
resistance , one half of the total weight is used in determining the 
correct ~nount of work- Factors . 
Figure l shows some common examples of motions containing 
t he various lvork- Factors . 
The Work- Factor 
It is very important to remember that all four major variables 
effect t he time required to perform manual motions . However, it must 
remain clear that only Weight (Resistance) and Manual Control are 
measured by the ~'Jerk-Factor unit . The other two variables , Distance 
and Body Member are identified by inches and body member used respec-
tively . Manual Control and \'leight (Resistance) effect the time for a 
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motion regardless of the distance involved or body member used . 
' Because the Motion Time Table shows the time value of a 
Work- Factor, it i s necessary for the analyst to become familiar only 
with the elements of Control and the amounts of Weight (Resistance) 
which each Work- Factor represents. For example , when the arm is moved 
with no concern for direction or stopping point, no care is required , 
no weight is carried and no resistance is met . It is, therefore , a 
11basic 11 moti on since it contains no 'dork-Factors . 1tlhen its distance 
has been determined, it is recognized as a basic arm movement for 
the given number of inches . 
A basic motion represents a minimum of worker output so 
that regardless of the distance traveled or the body membe l~ used~a basic 
motion contains no Work-Factors. As complexities are added to basic 
motions , they add 1'/ork-Factors and , therefore, time . 
There are an unlimited number of basic l Wo rk-Factor, 2 Work-
Factor, or 3 Work-Factor moti ons , all somewhat different as to function, 
yet requiring equal time to perform as long as an e,1ual number of Work-
Factors is involved. The complexity of the motion is dependent on the 
amount of Control, or Weight (Resistance) involved, which in turn deter-
mines the number of Work-Factors.l 
It makes no difference whether a given motion involves 2 ~vork-
Factors of Control and 1 of '/Ieight, or 2 of lrleight and 1 of Control . . . 
. . . . • the motion is evaluated as a three Work-Factor motion and is 
identified as such in the Mot ion Time Table . The nature of the Work-
~aynard , Industrial Engineering Handbook, p . 4-49 . 
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Factor does not affect the time; it is the total number of Work- Factors 
that determines the time required . 1 
It is apparent that the Work- Factor can be used to translate 
the elements of work into time . \~ile there is an infinite number of 
different manual motions, the actual variations in the time re,1uired 
for a given body member used and distance moved are reduced to a minimum. 
Once the analyst has become thoroughly trained in the funda-
mentals of 'ilork-Factor, the procedure is relatively simple . The analyst 
records the motions on a description sheet . Each motion is t hen analyzed 
in terms of Work-Factors . A correct time value is then taken from the 
Hotion Time Table according to the di stance moved, the body member used, 
and the number of \'/ark- Factors involved. 
\'/ark- Factor Standard Elements 
The Work- Factor standard element i s the unit that makes it 
possible to analyze even the most complex work . All manual work consists 
of some primary elements . In the work- Factor systemthe standard ele-
ments of work are : 2 
l . Transport (Reach and Move) 
2 . Grasp 
3. Pre-position 
4. Assemble 
5. Use 
6. Disassemble 
7. Release 
8 . Mental Process (Inspect, React, etc . ) . 
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lWork- Factor Company, Inc . The Detailed "';fork Factor Hanual, p. l4 . 
2Ibid . p . 15 . 
The division of manual work into standard elements provides a 
basis for analysing operations in orderly sequence . In addition , it serves 
as a practical method of cataloging time values so that once an element 
has been analyzed, its established time value can be used whenever the 
element recurs . 
Transport . The element Transport normally is a single motion by 
a given body member. A motion made primarily to relocate a body member is 
called a Reach motion . A Move mot ion is made pri marily to relocate an 
object or to accomplish a useful task during the motion . Both Reach and 
Hove may be performed by any body member . 
Hhen an object is picked up, there is a Transport \vhich carries 
the hand to the object and a Transport >vhich carries the object to another 
location after it has been grasped . Bebv-een all standard elements there 
is a Transport, hm-Jever slight it may be . 
Other standard elements such as a Grasp, Assemble, ru1d Pre-
position are often composed of one or more Transport motions . The select 
ti~s for Reaches and Moves , however, are read as single values from 
the 1 otion Time Table . 
Grasp . The standard element Grasp i s composed of all the 
necessary motions and manipulations necessary to gain control of an object . 
Grasp begins after the hand has arrived at the object and is in 
position to begin finger manipulations . It ends when control of the re-
quired number of objects has been obtained so that it can be ~oved to the 
required destination . 1 
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l ~'fork-Factor Company, Inc . The Detailed vlork-Factor :rt.anual , p . 17. 
The four general types of Grasp are simple , manipulative , com-
~')l .:)x , and special and are described i n the Lotion- Ti me Table . 
Pre- position . Pre-position is the act of turning or orienting 
a part to prepare it for the next element of vJOrk . 1 An example of Pre-
position is the turning of a screw, end for end , so it can be assembled 
to a hole . Pre- positions of t his tyne usually occur on a percentage 
basis , the object beins grasped from a rando;n pile . 
The number and type of motions involved in Pre-positions will 
var-J because of t he ,uany different sizes and si1apes encountered . 
Because of this, it is often necessar-J to evaluate each Pre- posit i on 
separately accord:..r,g to the motions i nvolved . The dork- FO:Lctor Tables 
provide guides to the analysis of Pre- position ele:nents . 
Asse:nble . A sse_. ble occurs VJhen two or .nore el ements are 
brought tog"lther . An Assernble may involve Aligns of parts or objects 
·1::_th res)ect to o:J.e anot:.er, the insert of one ?art into anotr,e r after 
Align ::.nl the seating or loc!dr:g after insert . In all cases Assemble 
involv ?s ll._; · :c rl -Factor Plug-Target principle . 2 
Some examples of a Plug and Target are the insertion of a 
key into a lock, or placi•18 a pencil on a ,.aper prior to Hriting . The 
k8~r an:i pencil are the :_:Jlut:;s , the lock and ~a11er are the targets . No 
mat tcr · ow irnignificQ.nt ·.t :1.::~~ <. .ppe3.r to be , the Plug-Tar et prir.ciple 
occurs in all Asse.,,ble ele.Jents . 
The ss0nble element is classed bJ type and co.c.plexity . The 
lt-.aynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook, :p . 4-61. 
2·,/ork- Factor Company, I nc . Detailed Vork-Factor Lanual, p . 18 . 
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classe s are : 
Hechanical - hechanical aids a ssist in .1aking the aligns 
v<hich bring the target into their ultimate relationships 
) rior to insert . 
Surface - No mechanical aids assist in 1naking Aligns . 
~· The ';1/ork-Factor standard element Use m.ay consist entirely 
of process controlled operations , operator controlled operations, or a 
co .rtbination of both . Operator controlled operations must be evaluated by 
:lork- Factor analysis, but process controlled operations must be computed 
mathematically or timed . 
Disassemble . Disassemble is the opposite of Assemble and is 
generally easier to perform since there is no alignment required. The 
primary condition peculiar to Disassemble is the post- disengagement 
travel time that occurs following the exertion of force prior to the 
moment of disengagement . Since in most cases it is neither possible 
nor practical for the operator to stop this exertion of force imr:tediately, 
additional time is allowed in the Motion-Time Table. 
Release - J.elea se means to let go and it is the opposite of 
Grasp . The clas:::es of J.elease are contact, gravity, and unwrap . These 
classes are described in the Hotion-Time Tables. 
Mental Process - Hental Process includes sequential time inter-
vals caused entirel;y or partially by Mental Processes involving the eyes, 
brain, and nervous system. Common Hental Processes in industry are 
2 focus and i nspect , react and memorize and recall . 
1
./ork-Factor Company, Inc. Detailed Work-Factor Manual , p . 80 . 
2 rb;d . 20 .... p . • 
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FIGURE 2 
PRE-POSITION ASSEMBLE 
DISASSEMBLE 
RELEASE MENTAL PROCESS 
• The Vvork-Factor Standard Elements . 
.. 
Because the measurement of Mental Processes i s extremely comp-
lex, the information here has been purposely limited to simple situations . 
Additional data remain to be ac cwnulated, much of them not yet developed . 
The analyst must use care in his deterrilination concerning whether or 
not a time allowance is to be made for a :tviental Process in t he >"'ork 
. l 
cycle under observatlon. 
Illustrations of the various Work-Factor standard elements 
are shown in Figure 2 . 
THE ,JOH.K- FACTOR HOTION TTI'lli TABlE 
The Work-Factor :tlwtion Time Table (shown in Table 3) shows 
values expressed in Work-Factor Time Units, each equal to . 0001 minutes . 
The values are in \vork-Factor select time and therefore do not include 
allm-rances for personal needs, fatigue, unavoidable delays , or inc en-
tive . Proper use of the Motion Time Table requires the identification 
of all motions in terms of the four major variables . 
The Mot i on Time Table s are tole used only as an aid in the 
analysis of the Work- Factor System. They should not be used to estab-
lish t ime standards for any reason . \.fo rk-Factor time standards should 
be est ablished only by those who have received instruction and practi-
cal experience under the guidance of a qualified person who has been 
trained in the application of ','1/o rk- Factor . 
STiv1PLIFIC:D ~l01lli:-FACTOR 
Simplified #ork-Factor was developed to arrive at select 
~aynard, Industrial Engineering Handbook, p. 4- 69 . 
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Tr•nsfer Gru.~:._ When an object is paned from one hal'd to the ether. 
Typ. D•miplion 1 J.-it07ysis 
Pinch 
(Tr-P) 
u$C wherever bath grosp ond releor.e 
ore pinch type. 
1hFl + '!JFl or 
'12F\WN+lflFlW 
Wrap Around I Use where¥1H e ither grasp or teleoWI Fl - 'h F1 or 
(Tr-W) is wrap type. Fl Yr-1 ~ •t:Fl W 
r N-.- . t-lv_"'b.o• ~~ •. ':'_ 
4
W••• f~c'O" !o~•~ f,o,.. •'"' •obi• If ~;,, .. , w :1 o!.g ... ,.~a~ ~'~g .. o d~~illo -. ;1~1 
' . Po~C-~0511 ION - Orienting an object for ~o~se. 
SAttHActO•Y •Ot USI I 
r.VMI.t• 0' POINTS 
•li ·:....-o or more ~des UIJ 
' .C, 3 or 2 opposite poinh 
2 ad;acent points 
1 paint only 
ne spe<:d~c sl2e up 
A, 3 or 2 opposite poinh 
2 odpacent points 
1 point only 
fm':l staclt, •tc. 
75 
.50 
so 
6l 
75 
100 
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ASSEMBLE: The act of joining objects together. 
MECHANICAL ASSEMSl Y - Porh ne~t and mate together. 
Type of Target 
I. Closed: Requires alignments in four qvodranh. 
2. Open; Requires olignmenh in two quadrants • 
hrgel Dim ensio n 
1. Diameter: Mating dimcmion resulting in greatest assembly time. 
Plug Dimension 
l. Truncated plugs, diameter of flat surface. 
2. Bullet no~cd plugs, 1/3 diameter. 
Alignment Motions 
1. Arc normally A 1 S motiom. 
2 .. NcccHary number i~ found in Asy. Table. 
3. 2 targets or plugs; odd % as per table. 
4. Gripping distance; odd % as per table. 
5. Blind conditions; odd % as per table. 
Assembly Time-Ordin~ry 
1. Toke directly from W.f Assembly Table. 
Assembly Time-Complex: lnvolvcs-
1. Alignments as indicated in Asy. Table. 
2: ~r ratios of .90 or more-Arm motions with S; 
~cc from table. 
3. Indexing -for non-round forgets and plugs. Con be FlS, AlS, or FS45 S. 
4. Insertion-locates plug in~ide Iorge!. NoD unleu depth is monuolty controlled . 
-----u;;pwhen ratio i~ .935 and over. 
5. Seating-additional motion because of 
o. Di~lodgement from shelf-
Shelf > plug clio., use alignment table. 
Shelf <: plug die., use tobl.: but (l) alignment max. 
b. Engagement or locic:ing-onolyze motions. 
SURfACC ASSEMBlY- No mechanical aids to Anembly. 
Type of Target 
l. Closed: Target other than straight line. 
2. Open: Alignment to straight line only. 
hrget Dimen5ion 
1. The tolerance b~twoen object and tora(lt. 
~_l~rl'l!!.!J.!If. R~tla - Ml,lmum (.224 ulumn), 
1. Are A 1 SO motions-taken from table. 
2. Two torgch-reqvired for 2 points. 
3. Gripping distance-~ame as mechanical Asy. 
Upright 
1. Docs not occ4r. 
Indexing 
--,_-Normally on A 1 SD motion. 
2. For tolerances vnder 3/8" which ore also leu than l/6 length of plug or 
target. ~ 
Insertion 
1. Analysis includes on Al, A1D or AlSO insert. 
I , 
' 
i • 
1 
I I I 
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ASS~:\IDLE (cont'd) 
ASSEMBLY TABLES 
Ordin,.;ry l..sscmbly j 
I 1 Alignm-ents and Assombly Timo 1 
' Torgel I CLOSED TARGETS 
Plug 7 Target ;;; Ratio Dim., 
Inches To .224 To .289 to .414 I To .899 To .934 j To I 00 
.875+ 
To .874 
To .62.4 
To .374 
To .224 
To .174 
CD') 18 
CD') 18 
CSD') 18 
('12) 31 
CD') 18 
CD•) 18 
CSD') 18 
(l) .!4 
co·> 18 I CV.l 25 
CSD') 18 I('/,) 25 
Cl·> 25 I (1h) 31 
{l) 44 (1'12) 57 
(I) 
(I) ~~ l g{/.) 44 1(1) 441(1'12) 57 51 (lY~) 57 (1'12) 57 
{14) 51 (Y•) 59 
(IM 51 W•l 59 
eh> 57 (V2) 65 
{1 '12) BJ (1 112) 91 
(llh) 83 (Jih) 91 
(li!J) eJ (PM 91 
To .1241 (2V,) 
.025-.074 C31 
83,(2 \1'2) 
96 C3) ~~ 1 ~;r2 ) :~ 1 grl) 83 96 C2Y,) (3) 1091 (2'12) 117 122 (3) 130 
OPEN TARGETS 
Plug -i- Torr;el = Ratio 
To .224 I tCl-:-289 1- To _-414 \ T(;·_899 -i fo :93 . {"] 10 1.00 
.875+ I CD') 18 lCD') '"I CD') '"I CD•) 10 I CV.it 511 C'l•l• 59 
To ,874 (D*) 18 j(D •) 18 (D*) 18 (SD•J 18 {Y•Jt 51 ('14); 59 
To .6241 (SD*l 18 lcso•J 181 (SD .. l 1sl {'hl 31 j (Y2lt 57 J <'hJ::: 65 
To .374 (V,) 25l('h) 31 (~'2) 31 0\i) 38 (~•Jt 64 . (~4); 72 
To .2241 (1/2) 31 I(Y2) 31 ! (111) 31 I (3A) 381 (;~)f 64 j (¥-o):i: 72 
To .174 e,:.) 38 {1) 44j(l) 44 (1) 44_(1)t 70 j(l) ; 78 
To .1241n~r-.sl-i<1v.;)--s-,--r·(1'h)---s·l·I (P/.) --sfr-,l lJ.>t ni<l'M* as 
.025-.074 (l'h) 57 {l'h) 57 (lV2) 57 (l'h) 57 (1V2Jt 83 (1'h):t 91 
* Indicates Work-Factors in move preceding Asy. 
t Add A(X)S upright for .900 ond up ratios. (Tobie indudes AIS). 
:j: Add A(Y)S vpright and A(Z)P insert for oil ,935 and vp ratios. {Tobie inc. AIS + AlP). 
When reqvired odd W and P W-F to ail csy. motions per transport rules. 
Reduce alignments 50% when hand is rigidly supported. 
Do not compound alignments for alignment difficuhy. 
BLIND TARGETS GRIPPING DISTANCE 
Did. fo I % Added Dilloncc %Add. ! u.,rio/11 Visible Point "---
'''""'· 
Temp. ~
0- .49" 
To .99" 
To \.99" 
To 2,991' 
To .4.99" 
To 6.99" 
To 10.00" 
Distance 
~·-
1"- 1.99" 
2"- 2.99" 
3" - 4.99" 
5" - 6.99" 
7" - 14.99" 
20% 0% To 2.99" 
30% 10% To 4.99" 
40% 20% To 6.99" 
10% 30% To 9.99" 
130% 50% To 14.99" 
250% 70% f To 19.99" 
380% 120% r 20" & up 
DISTANCE BETWEEN TARGETS 
% Add. to Alignme11t 
None 
10% 
30% 
50% 
70% 
NoM I I" 10% 1" 
20% 2" 
30% , .. 
40% 3" 
60% 5" 
80% 6" 
100% 7" & up 
Method of AI. 
Sima 
Sima 
Sima 
Sima 
Sima 
15" & ~- As . _!_!~ •. f!l_Cus ~nd Insp., Asy. 2nd.t -
t If connected treat 2nd Asy. as open target with no upright. 
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~The cycle time to usc a mo.chine or tool. 
1. Con be controlled manually or mechonicolly, 
2. Manual motion• ore measured by WORK-FACTOR. 
3. Machine time should be calculated or timed. 
DISASSEMBlE: To tako a?art. 
1. Post-dilen;ogoment travel: 
Oiutngogin9 
Prlluure 
1 ~- o - 2.o lb •. 
I 2.1 - 7.0 lbs. j 7.1 .... 13.0 lbs. 
13.1 - 20.0 lbs. I ~Toletgo. 
loosen 
Al 18 
Al W = 26 
A1W1 = 34 
AlW' = 40 
Cor;l.l~l ~cleue: Tho opposite of contact grasp. 
G~.aVIiY >~ Relaxation of musdeos only. 
Onwr~p 11\~: Fingers must be opened. 
.+ Travel 
Neg. 
3" 
6" 
H)" 
1 
- - ----~-- _, 
AlLOWANCE: 
Additional lime for the overlapping of Grasp, Pre-Position, or Anembly element\ 
containing variables. Computed os 50% of thf' variables in each hand. 
~-For Di1t•nce• 6.30 IMhes 
1. SINGLE STEPS-SIDE, FORWAP.D Oct !ACK 
Mo~te one leg l(X)WW 
Move both legs l(X}WW + ,l(X) 
Over 2 
120 + 80 ~r pace 
120 + 100 per pace 
2. TWO OR.MOAE STEPS {IN THE IMMEDIATE WORK ARfA) 
First ltep l{X)WW 
Second step l(X)WW 
Bring up logging leg l (X) 
f!!.!! 
I. TWO PACES-OVER 30 INCHES TO 60 INCHES 
Use Motion Time Table Volue1 
General wolkmg 260 WFU 
Restricted walking 300 WFU Weight to 2 /bs. 1 We1ghl 2.1 lbs. and Up I 
0 'l::zflW, 'l::zAlW, 112FS45°W I 2. THREE PACES-OVER 60 INCHES 
I 
V2 Fl = 8 V2FlW = 12 ~ Use Walking Formula from Motion Time Tobie 
Fl. F2, etc. FlW, F2W, F3W, FI.W ~· ~:~~~~~~dw:~;~~9< 1(~~0+ +001 6;~ ~ ~604~F~FiJ 
Gener~t Walking f ~ MENTAL PROCESS: Applies to woUdng without heo¥y foods, on surface• with good footing, and throUCJh 
--- , areas where no obstructior" hamp4:r norMal movement!. 
Focus 20 units 
Inspect 30 unlh per point 
React 20 unill 
VISUAL IN~P£CTiON 
foctn fiJCu the eyes on on area 3" x 3". 
lnspe<t: At least 1 point requirod per focus. 
'oint of Inspection h required for seeing, 
1. Pres.enu or obs.enca of choroc1erisliu. 
2. Up to .. symbols or objech. 
3. Up to 6 !ellen of familiar words. 
... Up to 3 d:gits of a number. 
!i. Eoch grouping of n~o~mbert ot letters. 
~:: ·.CTION 
'"O;(ji';OnS'";eq~,;iring lime to reocl ore: 
--:.Mwhiple choice decisions. 
b, Thos-e res~o~lf i,,g from ~o~nant:d;>Oted stimuli. 
Mamoriut;on, Calc~o~l•tion, •nd i\ .. coliecticm 
limited to simple words, ideas, or nv"'ben. 
HEAD TU RNS: 
-45• l:Z2~tJ· to .. 5") 
90• (> .. 5" to 90") 
.. 0 vnits 
60 ~o~nih 
I 
I 
!'edrlcted Walking 
YVnere loads are carried, pushed ot pulled, or where wol"ing conditions are 
unsatisfactory. For exo.,ple: · 
Carrying loads o11er 30 lbs. (moles}, or 15 lbs. (females). 
Walking on wet or oily wood or steel. 
Carrying, pushing, or p~o~lling unliable loads. 
Carrying or pushing loads which obstruct the vision along the poth of advance. 
Two Persons Carrylno One Obiect 
Ac!d 20% to the wo liting time. 
Turns With Walking Turn leu than 120 · with walking - no time. 
Turn 120-180" with walking- odd 100 ~o~nifl.. 
Up Steps - (8" ri1e, 10" flat) 
--r2'6 unih per 1tep. • 
Oown Steps 
~~~rttep. 
CODY TU~NS - Not fnllowing or preced.ing w11fking. 
T "''" 0 to 90° One foot l(X)WW 
Turn 0 to 90° Both feet l(X)WW + l (X) 
Turn 180"' Both feet l26WW + l26WW = 260 units. 
One (1) WQql(.fACTOR time ~o~nit = .006 second' 
.0001 min~o~tes 
.00000167 hours 
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NO. OF POINTS 
- SATI~~-'.CTORY 
fO:~ USE 
~~~':?~-~~ :.-._:~~-S_:2~, 
-4, J Oil: 2 c· 'O:»•c rc:NTs 
2 ADJACENT rO;NTS 
1 POINT ONLY 
-----
.2?l~ i?f£!.i.:::.. ~- .::'.1~-­
.c, 3 OR 2 OPPO:.. .: fOtNTS 
1 AOJAC€Nf PVI;HS 
1 ?OiNT ON~Y 
% pp 
REQUlli:ED 
0% 
25% 
SO% 
• 50% 
62'/2%. 
iS% 
PRE-POSITION 
PRf-PO£!TION CLASS 
VERY 
• OPTIMUM I SMAll 
PP-0 PP-V 
50 so 
10 
30 
· 3o 
30 
AO 
20 
.., 
AO 
"' I "' 
MEDIUM 
MEDl~M 12 HANDS 
Pf>·M PP-M 
6Q 70 
o· 
20 
·3o 
30 
40 
50 
20 
AO 
AO 
AO 
"' ro: S!MO PRC:-POSHIONlNG ADD 50~<> TO ABOVE TIMES 
VISUAl INSPECTION 
FOCUS 20 . JNSPE~T 30/ POINT REACT 
lARG[ 
PP-l 
100 
I 
I 
3~ I 
., ' 
: l 
80 
20 
=~-·"'""..:."--r====="T=,;:R:;El;;E:;A:;S,;E======r======== 
ClASS. SYMSOl UP TO 1 Y1 POUNDS OVER 1 'h POUNDS 
. '·ljd "'.I . I : !!>.j! .~ 1 ··!i ' !!.i!JJL.:JJ. 11lj ..;;.. L ~\I)L !JJl• '1,)1 ·b' --· 
l 
TP.AN5P0!{1S For finger, Arm, rc ... t, Le1 · ! Trunk Add 50% 
Toss Motion, Reach to Grasp: 
Motion Stopped by Move to Place, 
Collision, Move before Inspect, 
Move to indef.nite Move within 1 inch I Move to locations more 
location, of Danger, exact than 2" sphere, 
Distanc1! 
Mov~d 
Move to rela::>~.ed Change of Direction Motions with Combinatio~lS 
position Motion of 2 or more Work-Factors 
lnch!!s Basic 1 W-F I 2 +..YI·f 
0-3 20 I 30 I 50 .4-9 3  5  7  
10-19 50 70 . 110 
1 
20-29 70 90 130 
30-.40 90 110 . 150 
1
each10"over40" 10 10·_-. 20 
Weight Arm 
limit . Foot 1.5 5.0 over 5.0 
in pounds l--"''ce9-,---
Trunk 8.0 44.0 -~ o~e-r 4.1 0 
C~" ·.s? 
------
CONTACT GRASP GR-St.: 0 ;-·')'"""'TA~CT~~:-o-=-=~==c-----
PINCH GRASP GR-Sp 10 ,SY TO GRASP ISOLATED OBJECTS 
WRAP AROUND GR-Sw 20 
MEDIUM GRASP GR-M 40 
DIFFJCUL T GRASP 
VERY OIFFICUll 
lARGE OBJECTS 
GR-D 
GR-V 
GR-l 
60 
100 
80 
t;.r,SY ISOLATED OBJECTS 
[))ff!CUL T ISOLATED OBJECTS AND EASY TO GRASP 
~!~~C~~ F~~:SPR~~~~;;';~-'-.""'~!o;~';;· D:;,Oc;:M;-;,Picclfo;S---
VERY HARD TO GRASP PARTS FROM RANDO!-.', PILES 
lARGE HEAVY OBJECTS REQUIRING TWO HANDS 
WITH i\<\ANIPULATION. 
CONTACT Rl·C I 0 I 10 I I 
GRAVITY ll.l-G 10 10 I 
UNWRAP .. Rl-U 20 _ 30 I 
=--=------=--::::.;..::-';·;;.., 
AOClTIONAL AllOWANCES FOR M. 0. & V. GRASPS: SIMO ·ADD 20 
VISUAl- SUBTRACT 20 FOR OBJECTS WITH MAJOR DIMENSION GREATER THAN .5 lNCH 
TANGLED, NESTED OR SLIPPERY (I @; TIME) ADD 10 EACH (MAX. 20) ' 
TANGLED, NESTED OR SLIPPERY {Sil,-\0) ADD 20 EACH (MAX AD) 
PLAC! ASIDE 
TOSS - USE BASIC COLUf.',N OF MOTION TIME TABLE 
AS! DE TO BENCH OR Rl\ 'DC;•:. PILE - USE 50% .OF SIMPLE P/U 
AS:DE TO STACK, P.OW, fTC ·· USE 50% Of MEDIUf/, P/U 
WM:F:N NOT FO\.LO\',ED 8" ~- U USE 100% VALUES 
I PACE 
Z UP TO 10 PACES 
OVER -10 PACES 
WAtKU-r AND TURNING 
150 I 45 -90 TURN - 1 LEG 
100/ PACE 45 -90 TURN - 2 LEGS 
120,+ BO~PACE 180 TURN - 2 lEGS 
130 
200 
26() 
UP STEPS 130/ST~P 120 -180 TURN, FOLLOWED ~· 
DOWN STE?S 100/STEP BY WALKING 100 
6" TO 26" SlOE OR FORV.'ARD STEP-I lEG 2WF SIMPLIF:ED MOTION TIME TABLE 
: 6" TO 26" SIDE OR FORWARD STEP-2 lEGS 
SIM?UFIW 
APPLY P~ESSU~E 
TABLE 
(Prov:ding Ti -ne EqJ iv"db·m 
and Post-Disengagement Tra>~el) 
COPH':~H 
1ST LEG-2 WF 
2ND LEG-BASIC 
PRESSURE 
APPUEO 
(in lhs) 
0-1_.!9 
1.5-1 0.0 
10.1-15.0 
15.1-Up 
l r~ ')~ 1. r.; (or THE . ~ iii -j (j~j · 
T!ME COUIVALENTS 
To loosen For All Orf·,~r 
For O;y Apply Pressures 
l\1 20 
AP 30 
AP 40 
AP 60 
20 
30 
40 
so 
C(,"/.;':\N"Y, L !C. 
POST-
DISENGAGE 
TRAVEL 
A3 
A6 
A10 
USE THIS TABLE FOR CLASSIFYING GRASPS fWM RANDOM PILES 
SOliDS&. 
~'~~c~~!~" f.----~~ I MAJOR. DIMENSION OR. LENGTH THICK. LESS CYL. OYER 
3/16"" D!A. 3/64" 
M 
' 
OVER 1" INC. 4" M M J 
l OVER 'h" INC. I " M M 0 0 M OVER v..'' INC. W' M D 0 0 
I OVER 3/16" INC. lf•" M D V V OVER W' INC. 3/16" D V V j ~ a" OR lESS V 
THAN 
1/64" 
M 
0 
l ERA" J  
I ~=----~ :;=;:~c=;=~~=='===~== PIC ~· UP (On:: Obj.~,t. One or Two Han<':;.) 
TYPE GR SIMPlE MEDIUM ~DIFFIC:l Ol~~~l T 
I DISTANCE I p;u.s I PlU-M I P!uo I p;u.v I P/ U-t I ;_g i,~ ~~:~ ~~- j \~r~:~ 
II 1"-.S" 110 130 150 190 170 10 20 40 
6"-9'' 140 160 180 220 200 20 40 60 
10"-15" 170 190 210 250 230 20 50 70 
16"-22" 200 120 240 280 260 20 .so 70 
23"-30" 230 250 270 310 290 20 50 70 
31"-<40"' '160 280 300 340 320 20 50 70 
OVER 40" 
l TO flOOR I 320 I 3<40 I 360 .o~oo I 380 20 70 90 
1 OVER <40'' ADO 30 FOR EACH AODIT!ONAL.lO .. OR f'!ACTiON THEREOF 
AOOITlONAl A~L0WANCES fOR ... \. 0 &"""''! ~PIC~ Ui'S. US': ALLOWAN (!"~, fOR M. 0 & V GR-\SPS 
~ 
tJj 
t;;; 
t 
1-' 
.j::-
00 
c 
•L 
A 
s 
s 
T/,RGCT 
OIAM[l'CR 
.375'1 (¥.) & UP 
.125" W•l TO .374" 
.078" (5/64) TO .124" 
.031" (1/32) TO .077" 
GRIPPING 
DISTANCE 
, Qf 2" I. 
OVER 
20 
<0 
ao 
100 
CLOSED 
A 
DISTANCE 
2" TO 9.99" 
10" & UP 
TABLE 4-2 
UJork-facfor• SIMPLIFIED ASSEMBLY TABLE 
RATIO OF PLUG OIA. TO TARGeT CIA. 
To .414 ,415 to .899 .900 to 1.000 
(0) 
ill 
(lV1) 
(3) 
'20 
30 
50 
60 
OPEN 
B 
(0) 30 
(V3) 60 
(W•) 80 
(Jih) 100 
ClOSED 
c 
20 
<0 
50 
60 
OPtN 
0 
W•l 70 
(¥.) 90 
OV•l 120 
(l'h) 130 
CLOSED OPEN 
E F 
('h) 
(IV~) 
(2'h) 
(3) 
60 
70 
90 
90 
W•l 
(~•) 
(1'!.) 
(l'h) 
ALLOWANCES TO BE ADDED TO ABOVE TIMES 
RATIO 
TO .89'1 
.900 TO 1.00 
TO .899 
.900 TO 1.00 
y, 
G 
10 
30 
y, 
)1 
10 
10 
30 
10 
10 
20 
<0 
AVERAGE NO. OF ALIGNMENTS 
(Showr'l' in puenthesc$ ollbove) 
Jl!. l'h 2'12 
10 10 10 20 20 
10 10 10 20 20 
~ • • 50 60 
~ 50 50 ro • 
CONN~(TEO 1.0" TO 2.99" 10 10 10 10 20 
10 TAROETS 3.0" TO 6.99" A~~ 10 10 20 20 20 40 50 
11 QlHAfl!C£ 7,0" TO 14,?9'"' 2Q 30 30 . 30 <~0 .tO 50 ~0 
II 6UWW1 13,0" & UP 70 80_ 00 80 90 90 160 1\0 
1-3 TARGETS DISCON. 1.0" TO 2.99" All 10 10 10 10 20 
l4 OF 1" & TARGETS : 3.0" TO 6.99" 10 10 20 20 20 40 50 
15 OVER (ADO 7 .0" TO 1<4.99" TO .S99 30 30 40 40 50 60 80 100 
16 SIMO .900 TO 1.00 I 60 70 70 so 90 .120 130 
17 UP TO j l5.0" & UP TO .899 SO 80 90 90 100 110 130 150 
1u ~------+----6~-9~9~"l~------------+---~-9~oo~ro~'~-oo~---+--~"~o----~"~o ____ ~,,~o------~----~~3~o _____ ,~·~o _____ ,~7~o _____ ,~a~o---
All 10 10 10 20 20 30 40 "i SiMO 
i O BLINa TEMPO· 
RARY 
1" TO 2.99" 10 10 10 
" 
3.0" TO 4.99" All ' 10 10 10 10 20 30 30 
" 
5.0" TO 6.99" 10 10 10 20 20 30 40 60 
13 7.0': TO 10.00" 10 20 20 30 40 50 80 90 
PERMA· 0" TO .<49" 10 lO 10 10 20 
25 NENT .50" TO 1.99" 10 10 10 20 20 30 40 
26 2.00 TO 2.99'' All 10 10 20 20 30 30 50 60 
27 3.0" TO 4.99" All 10 20 30 40 50 60 90 110 
2S 5.0" TO 6.99" 20 30 .50 70 80 100 160 200 
29 ~------+----------+~'~-O~"~TO~l~0-00~"--+---------------~--~30~----~50~----~'o~--~~~oo~--~~~3o~--~~~so~--~2=5~o----~3=o~o--
SURFACE 
30 ALIGNMENT 10 ALL 20 20 20 30 30 
DEPTH OF f----,-------,--j---=-O~W;_:F ____ ;_:l :..:W:..:F ____ .:.2~W;_:F ____ ~3 :..:W:..:F __ -11 DO NOT ADD FOR 
)1 INSERTION , 0" TO 1.0" 10 20 20 P WORK-FACTOR 
32 1.1" TO 6.0" ALL 10 20 30 40 ON .900 & UP RATIOS 
~~~IN~D~E~X~IN~G~----------~~~-~~·~;_:T~~~R~~~~-~ E--~--------------L---~~~~----.:.'O~S~U~R~FA~C~E~50~----~;~~_JL_~W~IT~H~OE~P~TH~S~O~F~O~T~O~l~-00~'-'--~----
SEA!ING DISLODGMENT-WIDTH lESS THAN PlUG DJAM. 
SYMMETRICAl 
NON.SYMMETRICAL 
-WIDTH EQUAL OR GREATER THAN PLUG OIAM. 
, 37 TURN -NO PRESSURE 
-PRESSURE OVER I V2 POUNDS 
INSERT AFTER DISLODCM:::NT 
WEIGHT 
WEIGHT OR 
20 
40 
2ND ASSEMRLY 
20 
APP~ Y PRESSURE TABlE 
MOVlNG TIME TABLE 
ADD TO TOT.:.l ASY. TiME 
~ S RESISTANCE IVa TO 5 POUNDS 30% 
50% 
SO% 
lOOo/o 
39 OVER .11h 5.1 TO 10.0 POUNDS 
10.1 TO 15.0 POUNDS 
15.1 POUNDS & UP 
40 POUNDS 
,, 
--RULES:--
A. VALUES WITHOUT ADDITIONAl AllOWANCES INCLUDE: D. DETERMINE AND TOTAl '\LL ~ALUES THEN ADO ALLOWANCE FOR WEIGHT 
AliGN, INSERT, & UPRIGtiT WHERE REQUIRED. TO TOTAL 
E. ADD RElEASE FROM SIMPLIFIED TABLE WHERE RElEASE IS REQUIRED. 
a. ADO TIME SHOWN FOR EACH ADDITIONAL DIFFICUlTY \ IHICH OCCURS. F. ADD-ONS FOR GRIPPING DISTANCE, BLIND TARGETS, AND DEPTH OF \NSER· 
TION ARE DOUBLED IF DISTANCE BETWEEN TARGETS IS- SEVEN INCHES 
C. liNES 13 AND 14 REQUIRE THE ADDITION OF SIMO TIME FROM LINE 19. OR MORE. ' 
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times for given Motion patterns without performing the Detailed analy-
sis that has bean described in t he foregoing pages . Longer cycle, 
short-run operations in industries doing non-repetitive types of work 
often do not lend themselves to Detailed ~ark-Factor analysis, because 
the expense in time and dollars cannot be justified . 
The Simplified system is based on averages of compensating 
highs and lows and i s not recommended in analyzing operations with 
cycl:s of .15 minutes or l ess , or in measuring opera-t:_ions where quanti-
ties are relatively l arge . 
The advantage of Simplified analysis is speed . A capable 
time study engineer can quickly learn to apply Simplified \vork-Factor, 
thus enabling him to establish more accurate and consistent rates, 
but also to make his studies in less time than that re ,J.uired for con-
ventional stop watch time study. 
The Simplified analysis can also be used to advantage in 
methods analysis and in cost estimating where ·ninor deviations in 
accuracy can be tolerated. 
The time values used in Simplified Work-Factor are the same 
as in Detailed ·,fork-Factor, but the tables (shown in Table 4) are 
different . 
ABBREVIATED WORK-FACTOR 
The Abbreviated Work-Factor system was developed for heavy 
work where cycles are very long or quantities very small . It is not 
suited for construction of standard data or for incentive payment . 
The data is so constructed that when accuracy is sacrificed, time is 
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over-all~~ed rather than under- allowed . Its chief advantage is speed 
of ap::;lication and its uses should be confined to heavy non- repetitive 
operations , such as , maintenance, construction and material handling . 
The Abbreviated system is also advant ageous for estimating labor costs 
prior to actual production . 
Rl£ADY :1/0RK- FACTOR 
Detailed, Simplified and Abbreviated Work- Factor and other pre-
determined motion- time systems are all tools of the industrial engineer . 
The system of Ready Hark- Factor 1~as devised for use other than time 
study, such as product and tool design , cost estimating , office super-
vision and methods improvement . I t is a relatively simple t echnique 
that can be t aught quite easily to people in these and similar functions . 
In such applications , it is neither an alternative nor a substitute for 
the other ~/a rk-Factor techniques . 
The Work- Factor Company explains the rules of this system in 
a Ready dark- Factor Manual. Although the manual is not available to 
this writer at present , it is understood that the Ready techni 1ue is 
based on a simple set of time standards and rules for application which 
are easily understood and applied . These time values are printed on 
a small wallet- sized card . 
Although the Ready techni~ue is less precise than Detailed 
\'.fo rk- Factor, experience has indicated that the deviations are minor 
and the re sulting time values are suitable for a wide range of applica-
tions , including the establishing of time standards for measured day 
work operations . 
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Slinple, clearly defined , illustrations of correct analyses 
of each standard element are established as guidepost s . Objects 
familiar to all , such as pencils , bricks , and washers are used . 
These examples form a frrune of reference for correct ap~lication . 
It is then relatively easy for an analyst to decide that the s9ecific 
element he is analyzing is more difficult than one guidepost, yet 
easier than another . 
·.J 
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CHAPTER V 
USES AND Lll1ITATivNS OF PRE- DET.t!:.lliUN.C:D hOTION-T]}f£ DATA 
A sound predetermined motion- time system will afford its users 
many important advantages if the system is properly applied by well 
trained engineers . 
PBE-PR.ODUCTicN HETHODS PLANNIUG 
Perhaps the principal advantage of a predetermined mot ion-
time system is that it is possible to predetermine the standard time 
for a job . Since we know that the time for a job is deterrnined by the 
method, we must have a concept of the time involved before the best 
method can be selected. vvithout such systems, it is frequently diffi-
cult and often impossible to compare one method with another , prior to 
production . 
In order for an industrial engineer to effectively plan 
methods before production, he must choose one of several available ways 
of performing a job . By anticipating the movements involved in an 
operation, he can determine the time that t hese motions vrill re '-1uire 
and thereby effectively plan the best 1vorkplace layout, the most effi-
cient processes and optimum toolinc; requirements. In addition to having 
a more effective methods plan , he is better pre?ared to s3ll bit> :ir:eas 
to his ovm supervisors and to production supervision . 
Although pre- producti on methods study will not completely 
elirnina ~e changes in methods, it vfill reduce the number to a minimum. 
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The result will be a subst antial reducti on in costly methods changes 
and the use of the most economical oper ations from the beginning . 
l'1ETHODS ll-1PROVE1'1ENT 
To be realistic, one must realize that it will alvrays be 
necessary to institute some methods improvements, regardless of the amount 
of methods engineering that has been done in advance . 1-'Ianagernent may 
initiate a vigorous cost reduction c&11pai gn to r educe manufacturing 
costs . Engineering changes designed to improve the product may be in-
corporated . Creeping changes in the original method will occur and 
mbitious vw r kers will suggest many changes that may prove ~)rofitable. 
The fundamental principle of methods engineering , t hat any met hod can 
be improved, generally holds true for vari ous reaso, s . 
The same reasons that make the use of predetermined mot i on-
time systems advantageous in pre-production met hods engineering rrBke them 
advantage ous for improving an e:dsting method . In addition, the use of 
these systems demands a mo re detailed study of a job, v1hich in itself, is 
desirable . The questi oning of all det~ils which may have an im.:J.ediate cr 
even long ranee effect on efficiency usually results in a reduction of 
cost through a reduction in t he number of motions . 
iSTA.i3LI0liiNG Tll.ft!; STANDA1IDS 
Predetermined motion- time systems are •videly used to set time 
standards for operator controlled proce sses . The procedure of establish-
ing stand,J.rd times is some,vhat similar to that of stop watch time study, 
except for the absence of a rating factor and the substitutL>n of .tlotion-
tijne tabl ,3 for a stop lvatch . The job i s first brok:m dmm into 
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elements, which are further divided into basic motions . Instead of timing 
the motions Nith a watch , the analysts apply predetermined times to each 
motion . The sum of the predetermined times is the total select time for 
the operation . At this point , an allmvance factor is included . This 
allowance is for per·sonal needs, fat igue , and unavoidable delays and 
varies according to the industry . The absence of the rating factor gives 
prc::determined motion- time standards a degree of consistency thc;.t was 
previously not attainable . 
The use of a predetermined motion- time system a"-kes it imper-
ative to establish the time standard and the method simultaneously. 
DEV~LOPTIW STANDARD DATA 
Standard data were originally used to simplify the time study 
procedure by compiling a number of sta,ndard element times from repre-
sentative time studies . The use of standard data ,,1as considered advanta-
geous because::; it reduced t~ 1 c tiLe required to set a standard by time 
study, and it improved the consistency of time standards . 
On operator controlled processes , predetermined motion-time 
data may be used to construct elemental time values . The time re ,uired 
to construct these elemental time values is considerably less than by 
time study . 
The time values us~d in setting elemental times for standard 
data may vary frorrt very small values to very large values depending upon 
the purpose for which the data is developed , the type of \vork involved, 
and the degree of accuracy and consistency desired in the end result . 
Standard data are classified as general standard data or specific 
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standard data . 
The term general standard data refers to groups of time values 
that have bc:;en developed for comparatively small elements of >vork 1·1hich 
are not further sub- divi ded , and ~vhich are not limited to particular 
operations . 
The term specific standard data refers to groups of time values 
which have been developed for larger units of more specific work . 
Specific standard data usually consist of combinations of general 
standard data . 
Inexperienced people often have the misconception that a de-
tailed analysis must be rMde for each standard time determined . If an 
operation or element is properly analyzed , the resulting time va1ues may 
be used repeatedly for identical vwrk wit hout the necessity of more de-
tailed analyses . Jork standar ds for repetitive elements that are estab-
lished by i ndividual study for each job are a waste of t~ne . Besides, 
l 
they cost too much . 
ESTTI.:ATING 
The three basic elements of cost in an estim~te are nBterial, 
direct labor, and over- head . The cost of r.1aterial in a ne>v product can 
be ac curately deternrined by market quotations . An accurate deternrination 
of over-head cost can be made only after the direct labor cost is est ab-
li3hed , since over-head is almost ahJays a percentage of direct labor . 
These facts emphasize the importance of accurate labor estimates . 
l Cyrol, E. A. 11 Standard Time Data 11 Machine and Tool Bluebook 
August , 1961. p . 106-114. 
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In some instances, mostly non-repetitive work of small 
quantities , a rough estimate is sufficient . However, in cases where 
the manufacturer must have an accurate labor estimate of a product for 
which he has no previous cost standards , the ability to predetermine costs 
may be the difference between success or failure . 
It is obvious that the only way to make an estimate under the 
above conditions is by the use of a predetermined motion-time system. 
Visualization of operations to be performed on an unseen part requires 
considerable experience on the part of the estimator . Similation of 
actual conditions should be used when possible to assist in the visual-
ization process , since estimators have a tendency to overlook some of 
the motions re1uired , thus making the estimate too low . The consequences 
of a poor estimate at this stage are liable to be serious , since any 
error is amplified by the application of l earning curves, production 
allowances and the previously menti oned over- head rate . 
ASSEMBLY LINE BALANCE 
i;Jhere production ,1uantities and schedules require the use of 
assembly line production techniques , a predetermined motion- time system 
can be an invaluable t ool . The planning of an assembly line must be done 
so that the work load assigned to each station is as evenly balanced as 
possible . When the assembly line technique is used, it is true that the 
line will produce no more parts than can be 9roduced by the station 
having the heaviest wo rk load . Inequalities in work loads may result 
in a serious loss of output, which rnay not be readily apparent, since t he 
line schedule will accorrunodate itself to t he heavi est loaded position. 
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PRODUCT DESI GN 
Products can frequently be designed in many different ways , 
each of which are equally acceptable as far as appearance and functi on 
are concerned . From a manufacturing standpoint, however , one is gener-
ally easier to produce than the other . It is a growing practice in 
industry to have manufacturing methods engineers review a product while 
it is still in the design stage . 
If circumstances allow it , and quantities justify it, the 
best results will be obtained by the use of a predetermined motion-time 
system. The operations required to manufacture the product are first 
listed and reviewed to see if any can be eliminated . The remaining 
operations are further broken down by vi sualization and predetermined 
times are assigned . This detailed analysis reveals many design simpli-
fications, particularly 11vhen a different shape >vill permit easier 
handling and positioning . 
TOOL AND EQUIPViliNT S~I~CTION 
The purchase or l easing of new tools and equipment usually are 
accompanied by a selection of several different products, each capable 
of doing the job . Again, predetermined motion- time dat~ can be of 
great assistance in arriving at a proper choice. All that is re~uired 
is to visualize the different motions involved in using the equipment 
and to applJ' the time standards to determine t he one with the most 
operating economy. Frequently, the machine or tool that affords the 
l east ti;ne is also the most expensive . In this case the quantit ies to be 
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'lroduced must be considered in order t o justify the e:~dditional 8-'-:'ew-Je . 
sur=-..:.1.VI30 1. TRAINING 
One of the most intancible benefits that a pr edeterm:inecl il1ot irn-
time s:·stem can give c:, user is in the tr:.:.inin['; of supervision . A super-
visor that i::; n tion co·'1 J:::i ~l, dlHl t:Lne conscious cu1 be a tremendous 
asset to any organization. An effective super visor ::lUst be able to 
teach the best method to the operator . In orrlsr t o teac h the best net hod , 
the supervisor mu:3t ue 2.ble t o identify and eliminate faulty -..wrk habits . 
One of the simplified systems is p"rfectly adequate for train-
i n.:; cf this natur e . Sode ineffective motion se}uences are automatically 
visibla to the train d observer . These inefficiencies can be easily 
elir!linated by mi nor Cdanges in work pl ace layout , mot i on patt e:;:·n or a 
simi lar correction. The benefits of this type of training can be 
extended to t ool designers , foremen , cost est i mator s and ot her s who 
2re interested in getting better methods and lower ~)roduct cost . 
LlliiTATIOl~S .AND C3.ITICIShS 
.Jhile there are r.aany areas where prede tercnir.ed motion- tim.e 
dat e. are extremely useful; they are not a pan2.cea for the problems en-
countered i n vwrk measurerr..ent . In fact , t hey have no value under certain 
conditions . 
Predetermined data do not ap ly in cases where the :notions are 
altered by restricting influences . For example , an analyst may easily 
compute the time re "uired to move an empty jar from one side of a work 
station to the ot he r . Hm-J ever , if t his i s filled to the brim VJ ith a 
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hie;hly toxic solvent, the motion is severely re stricted by the necesJity 
LO avoid spillage . This restricting influence removes this ps.rticul a r 
t r ansport motion from t he realm of predeternined motion-time syst r;:ns , 
The onl y acceptable -orocedure for timing such a motion is by the use 
of a stop watch . 
A basic limitation in the use of predetermined d.cta is t hat the 
oper ations under analysis must be oper ator c ~nt rolled . 'ilhen an operat i on 
is controlled by the process, such data cannot be used . In t hese cases 
the operation time must be obtained by mathe.natical formulae or the 
stop watch , Some common examples of proce s s contr olled operatiods are 
machine- tool cutting t i ine , cooli ng and heating time , pouring time and 
conveyor r, r avel time . 
Hany critical books , arti cles and remarks have been written in 
op;)osition to predetermined raotion- time data . Host of t hese criticisms 
are directed at t he basic assumpt i ons that a universally valid time 
value can be assigned to each unit of work , 1 and that descriptive 
definitions can cover all of the variations f ound in human work . 2 These 
critici sms are valid if they are interpreted t heoretically, and t he 
f ounders or the users of the predet ermined systens do not dispute 
their validity. Neither of the syst ems analysed in this study claim 
that every unit of work is covered , or that the definitions include 
all of the possible var iations of humae1 moti on , :fuat they do cl ai m i s 
1H. 0 . Davidson , Functions and Basis of Time Standards (Col umbus , 
Ohio : Insti tute of Industr ial Engineer s, 1952 ) p. 347. 
2Adam Abbruzzi , \vor k , ~~orkers and ilork Measur~ment (Ne>:r Yor k : 
Columbi a University Press , 1956) p . 130 . 
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that within practi c<l and acceptable limits , predetermined standard data 
can accurately and consistently be applied to the vast majority of 
operat or controlled operations f ound in most industries . The accuracy 
of these syster.1s has repeatedl~r been est;.blished by checking their re-
sults against ot he r predetermined motion-time systems and against the 
stop watch . /Jhen applied by qualified engineers , the systems check out 
within plus or minus 5% of time study . 1 
Most of the critique s of predetermined motion-time data also 
charge t hat the systems are based on empirical evidence and are , t here-
fore , wit hout scientific foundati n . Specifically, t his means that the 
pr emises upon which these systems have been developed were assumed and 
not based on irrefutable evidence , the techni -1ues were t hen developed 
from the assumptions in order to support the assumed pr emi ses . This 
critici sm is also based on fact, and seems t o be legiti mate . However , 
it overlooks the fact t hat although t he systems are sub ject to criti-
cisms , they have provided management with a tool t o solve , with accept-
abl e accuracy, previously unanswered riddles in the field of work 
measurement . 
1Intervi ew with Industrial Engineer, Raytheon Company. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A CONPAiUSCN 
The analyses of the M.ethods-Time-heasurement and ~fork-Factor 
systems of predetermined motion- time data reveal some important and 
conclusive differences . A study of these differences leads to the 
conclusion that the 1:Jork- Factor system is superior to K'IM in several 
areas , while HTM. has but one advantage - ease of application . 
The superiority of the ~Jork-Factor system is more pronounced 
in operations that have a cycle time of . 100 minute or less . As the length 
of the cycle increases , the superiority diminishes and eventually 
disap9ears . Thi s basic advantage in such short cycle operations is due 
largely to two differences , the size of the measurerrtent unit and the 
1 
larger number of basic motion selections . 
The vvork- Factor time unit is equal to . 0001 minute, vJh;:; reas 
the 'Il\1U is equal to . 0006 minute . Even t hough H'Il\'1 uses fractions of 
'Il:JIU ' s in some cases , the ~vork-Factor time unit measures time in smaller 
increments . Although this difference may appear picayune and academic , 
it gives the .lork-Factor system a more minute and flexible unit of 
msasurement and affords the analyst much greater precisicn in 2reas 
\·Jhere :;Jrecision is imperative . 
The gre2.t er number of be.sic motion coElbinations also n-?..kes 
·.lork-Factor a more precise e,nd flexibl,:; manage.,lent tool. It is true that 
1 Int ervie1,1 -. ith Industrio_l _;ngineer - Radio Ccrporation of luner-
ica. 
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both systems give t he anal yst a large number of different basic motions , 
but the vlork- Factor analyst has a much gr eater sel ection . 
In addition to the advantaees of smaller measurement incre-
ments and a larger number of basic motion, t he v"for k- Factor definiti o~. s 
ar e ;nore 9recise . l·l']}'l uses some ambiguous descriptions as "very small", 
11light pre ssure " , 11 heavy pre ssure", etc . in comparison t o \rlork- Fact or 
definitions expre ssed more conclusively as 11le ss than k inch diameter" , 
11
. 750 plug-target r atio", etc .. This i s not an implication t hat the 
H'IK definitions are all crude and vague, but that an analyst using 
Work-Factor has a more di st inct set of bench marks 1-~i t h which to \vork . 
To compare predetermined motion- t ime data and stop watch 
time data, it is necessary to revie'>l the major assert i o!lS of t his pape r . 
They contend t hat the stop watch is definitely superior t o predetermined 
moti on-time data as a measurerre nt device f or operations wPre re the 
process r at her t han the operator is the controlling element . Also that 
t he stop watch is probably t he most economical technique in measuring 
some non-repetitive , short run operati ons if it will give an acceptabl e 
answer i n the short est time . 
Predetermi ned motion-time systems are more useful t han t he 
stop watch i n et her clearly defined areas . These ar eas include pre-
pr oduction planning of many kinds , setting of standard dat a i n a more 
economical rnan.1er , setting of production standards .for work in which 
the elements of mot i on ar e so small t hat t hey defy accur ate measur e by 
a watch and human re-action . Other advantages of predetermined motion-
times are the r apidity and ~'>ase o.f applicat i o:1 , the st ability and con-
sistency of standar ds not influenced by analysts ' rat i ng judgment . For 
det ailed evaluation of work methods there is at present no substitute 
for predetermined time systems. l!>Jhen used with ski ll and imagination , 
these systems are ca~able of yeildi ng detailed informati on about 
manual work that cannot be obtained readily, if at all , by a stop 
watch . 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
It has not been the purpose of this paper to be harshly and 
unreasonably critical of stop watch time study and its inherent weak-
nesses , nor has it been i ts purpose to make unqualified acclamati ons 
about the flawless excellence of predetermined motion-ti·ne dat a . 
Its pur pose has been to present two predetermined motion-time 
~Jstems i n sufficient detail to stimulate an understanding of the 
basic principals of predetermined motion-time systems , so that t heir 
benefits may be knoifn and used to advantage . A machi nist would not 
become successful if he tried to measure the di ameter of a preci sion 
shaft with a yardstick , and a work measurement program cannot become 
or remain successful if it does not avail itself of t he proper measuring 
techni lues when their use i s required . 
The conclusi ons which have been formulated are as follows: 
1 . Predetermined motion-time standards are more consi stent 
than standards derived from stop watch time ntudy . This statement can 
be made simply because the predetermined motion-time data has been pre-
determined and is not subject to the analysts judgment . It is furthe r 
substantiated v1hen consideration i s given to the fac t that a slight 
variance i n met hods oft en cannot be detected by a time-study observer 
(the hand is fre quently faster than the eye) . The time study observer 
is , therefore, led to believe that because an operator is making a 
motion, t he motion i s necessary . Predetermined motion-time analysts 
are not subject t o this deception since t hey are concerned with \"Jhat 
the operator should be doing , rather t han what he i s doing . Thi s 
statement pr e- supposes t hat the oper ator has been properly trained , as 
should also be the case in a sound time study. 
2 . A properly established system of pr edetermined motion-
time offers the a ivantage of economy and ease of application in indus-
tries where elements of work are repetitive . This ease of applicat i on 
is present whether the nroduction runs are long or short, t-Jhe t her t he 
sequence i s similar or not . Many time study engineers overl ook the fact 
that most classes of manual work have elements that appear repeater.::ly, 
and have a tendency to study each new job as t hough it i s entirely 
different . ',fuen these elements reappear , it r emains only for the analyst 
to tabulate the time t hat the element requires . As an analyst tabulates 
this time , he is , in eff ect , compiling standard data; thus making the 
use of predetermined motion- time data more economical because it increases 
the output of the engineer without increasing task time. 
3. Predeter mined motion- time systems have no equal i n the 
measurement of time r)rior to production . This abili ty to measu.'e 
time before a job has started in production i s an invaluable aid to pr e-
pr oduct ion methods engineering, detailed cost est i mat i ng , assembl y line 
balancing, as well as t ool and equipment se l ect i on . In areas of keen 
competition the possessi on of such i mport ant information will often 
mean the difference between profit and loss on a given contract . 
4. The final conclusion of this pape r i s that predetermined 
motion-time data have not replaced time study by stop \vatch or motion 
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study with therbligs . There are many areas where both techniques are 
the soundest approach to the most practical solution of methods improve-
ment and work measurement problems . 
Furthermore , it has been clearly noted that the use of pre-
determined motion-time data should be restricted to the analysis of 
operator controlled elements . 
However, a progressive work measurement program should use 
all of the tools available, so that the t ool that yields the highest 
return on its investment is used to its optimum advantage . When the 
situation calls for the use of predetermined motion-time data or the 
stop watch the~appropriate tool should be employed, according to its 
own well defined conditions . 
·When management fully understands the reasons why acceptable 
(and at times unacceptable) results can be obtained from predetermined 
motion-time data, it appears cert ain that this valuable tool will 
assume ever increasing importance in areas ivhere the knowledge of task 
time is necessary. 
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